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CRAPTER I 
IwrRODUCTION 
There is a growing recognition of the need to identify 
and to meet the educational needs of all exceptioTIftl children. 
Included in this group is the gifted child. One of the major 
difficulties involved in suoh an end_eavor is that of accurate 
identification of intellectually gifted children. 
I. THE PROBLEr·'! 
Statement Qf the nroblem. The problem was to determine 
whether sixth-grade teachers identify the S81lle sixth-grade 
child_ren as "intellectually gifted tt by means of B planned 
program of su.bjective observation as are identified as such 
by the use of the Lorge-Thorndike (group) and Stanford-Binet 
(individual) intelligence tests in the Adsl Community Schools, 
Adel, Iowa. 
rmportanc e of .:!aJ.!i stuely. Few school s do any formal 
standardized intelligence testing of students more often than 
1eyery three years. Ivloreover, teachers 9 observations for the 
purpose of identifying intellectually gifteo children haye 
lNational Education Association of the United States, 
Ad.ministration aocedures encl. ELc"hool Pr13cJices for the 
ACe.Clem'tealt; Talented Student ~\;Jashington, D. C.: National 
Education ssoeiat1on of the United States, l(60), p. 52. 
2 
been found. to be generally unreliable, 1 perhaps due to lack 
of orientation in methods of observation e.nd_ to lack of 
knowledge of the many common chare,cterlstics of intellectually 
gifted children. With no pre-d.etermined methods for their 
identification in the three-year interim between the 
administration of standardized intelligence tests, and With 
no all-school program for accomodating their special needs, 
gifted children are left to develop poor study habits and 
attitudes of disinterest--even outright dislike for the 
school, which has failed to stimulate them. 2 There appears 
to be e. need for each teacher to be dedicated to independent 
awareness of clues to intellectual giftedness; to prOVide 
for each prospective or currently gifted. child--whether that 
be through enrichment, suggested acceleration, or special 
classes.) The pre-adolescent sixth-grader is fleXible and is 
typically motivated. to make the most of himself.4 If such 
be the case, there may be a possibility of identifyin~ a 
"border-line gifted." child who might be motivated to grea.ter 
mental activity and., hence, reach a full-fledged status as 
lSamuel A. Kirk, Educating ExceptiQnal Children (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1962), p. 42. 
2Ibid., p. 43. 
3Ibid., pp. 60-65. 
4National Education Association of the United States, 
Ql2.. c1 t .. , p .. 51.. 
•
 
:3 
"gifted", which would make him eligible for any special 
provisions for such child.ren.1 
II. LIMITATIONS 
While searohing for clues to intelleotual giftedness, 
the writer made a sinoere effort to adhere to an unprejudioed 
observation of students. However, some children project 
their intelleotual assets to suoh a notioeable degree that 
the observer cannot help but be dazzled by them; whereas 
other less personable stUdents tend to remain obscure. This 
subjectivity is a recognized restriction of evaluation bJ 
observation. 2 
A second. limitation is the fact that two formal 
standardized tests were employed, as means of identifying 
gifted children. There is no "fool-proof" method for 
identification of gifted children. 3 However, standardized 
intelligence tests, group tests for soreening, and 
individual tests for more precise evaluation have been 
recognized as a reliable part of a total evaluation progrem.~ 
1Harold W. Bernard, Adolescent Development .1n. Amerloe.n 
~3~:ep~Y~6~er-on-Hud.son, New 'York: World Book Company, 
2Alfred Sohwartz and Stuart C. Tiedeman, ~a1uatlng 
StudJ;mt h';Qgress (New York: DaVid McKay Company, Ino., 1957). 
p.	 195. 
:3Klrk, ~. ~., p. 44. 
~SOhwartz, gn. gli., p. 261. 
For this reason, the objective method.s mentioned above 
served as a check on the accuracy of the structured 
subjective method utilized. in this study.l 
The writer's rather limited teaching experience may 
have contributed to some lack of finesse in judging 
intellectual ability. It was hoped that a freshness of 
approach and beginner's enthusiasm might have compensated 
for that deficiency. 
III. DEFINITION O]?! TERMS USED 
The folloWing terms are defined individually, but are 
for the most part merely nuances of a common image. 
Gifted. In this study the term "gifted" has been 
used. to describe any child whose intelligence quotient (IQ) 
was 130 or more on an indiVidual intelligence test. This 
point, one of many chosen by experts on gifted:ness,2 wss 
used in order to recognize those who are llborder-llne gifted" 
and who might, upon such recognition, be motivated to raise 
their scholastic achievements to a higher plane. 
Gifted child.. The term gifted child refers to 
(1) a child Nhose mental age is considerably higher than his 
actual age compared with children in the general population; 
(2) B. child i'rho is far more educable than the general! ty of 
children; (3) a ch11d i'J'hose perforIDsmce 1s consistently 
remarkable in a worthwhile type of endeavor. 
5 
Mentally ("intellectuallx") gifted qhild.. The 
mentally ("intellectually") gifted child term applies to a 
ohild or youth possessing high intellectual ability, with 
mental age well in advance of the norm, and consequently e. 
high IQ. 
Precoqious ohild. The precocious child is one Who is 
exceptionally advanced beyond the norm mentally or physically. 
~oelerated qhild. The accelerated child is a child 
whose aohievement or mental growth is beyond that of the 
average child of the same ohronologioal age. 
EOCceptional ohild. The exceptional ohild is a loose 
term used to cover ch1ldren who have abnormal physioal, 
mental or sooia1 differenoes. 1 
Syift-learner. The swift-learner is but another term 
whioh applies to the intelleotually gifted. 
IV • PROCEDtJRE 
The fact that many teaohers fail to make an aoourate 
appraisal of student intellectual potential was pointed out 
in the introduction to this study. It was stated that suoh 
appraisals might be more accurate and, henoe, even comparable 
to the level of acouracy reached by standardized tests, if 
lCarter V. Good, Dictionary 2t Eduoation (New York: 
MoGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19591. 
•
 
6 
the teacher made a genuine effort to be as objective as 
possible in utilizing a subjective method of appraisal. 
In this study, the fallol/ling steps were followed. A 
description of the method of identification by observation 
was made and. documentation of reliabili ty of such a method" 
for the identification of gifted children was recorded. 
Literature by recognized authorities in the field of 
gifted. children was perused in order to fOlmDulate a cheek-list 
of common characteristics which was comprised of one or more 
items from each of the areas in which gifted children have 
been found to excel; physical development, family and 
environmental relationships, mental capaC1ty, social a'\Arare­
ness, interests, and miscellaneous items. This checklist 
was used for the purpose of screening; that is, if half or 
more of the items were checked on the checklists for ane 
student, that student was watched mare closely for clues to 
intellectual giftedness. 
A second checklist, which had appeared in a published 
handbook and was specifically designed. for the identification 
of intellectually gifted. children, was also used. 1 The 
checklist forms, one for each child, l"l"ere then supplied to 
each teacher, 't.\fho began to observe the students and to record 
his observations. 'The two checklists appear in the appendiX 
of this report. 
1 Jack Kou,Q:h and Robert F. De Heian, TeEwher' S ,..G1Lidance 
HanclbQok.. 1. Id~ntif;Y:inr; Children ~~1Jo Need Help (0hlc8go: 
Science Hesearch Associates, 10 $5), p. ~ 
? 
Each child 'Nas observed by the writer, who was one of 
the two sixth-grade homeroom teaohers involved in this study. 
Ability-grouping based on schole.stic achievement 111Tas the 
method used to d.ivide the grade into two classes. The 
thirty-four children in the "upper group" were in the 
writer's homeroom. She taught the remaining twenty-six 
students for two classes each. 
At the end. of each class period the teacher in whose 
class it occurred 1Nrote a note in which she recorded any 
clue of giftedness based upon the checklists. After school 
hours, to pre'vent the students from becoming aware of an 
ongoing observation, she recorded each clue on that student's 
checklist.. Some items in the checklist, such as the number 
of siblings, the stud.ent's age, the parent's occupation, 
and the order of birth in the family were marl:ced only after 
a study of the school's records. 
The other sixth-grade homeroom teacher, i"Iho had the 
other twenty-six sixth-graders (tllower ability groupn), 
contributed her many years of experience by being alert to 
any c]:lles of giftedness. This teacher had the clHSS of 
thirty-four students for t1'\TO classes per dH:J! and recorded 
any stion of precocity in the manner described above, 
that is 9 through the use of the checldlsts and additional 
notat ions.. ('I11e writer Hncl other teachers were cognizant 
of the fact that gifted children are not s in 
8 
flU pper ability tI group--that they m9.y be underachievers.) 1 
Other teachers who aided in the research '{.<Jere the art 
teacher, l'J'ho saw the children two hours per week~ the musIc 
teacher, who had two thirty-minute classes with them per 
1r'Teek; and the physical education teacher, I'Jho had a flfty­
minute class with them per weel{. Having been given a 
checklist for each child, each teacher recorded clues in 
the suggested manner. Hm'1ever, due to the brevity of time 
spent With the children and the fact that each taught them 
only one sUbj ect, the clues Il<1'ere correspondingly feNer. 
These teachers were asked to help, however, because it has 
been established that intellectually gifted children often 
2display talent in many areas. 
At the end of each month all of the teachers involved 
met in a conference to "total" the clues and evalue-te the 
eVidence which they had collected. The composite results 
were again recorded. "Totaling" consisted of rephrasing 
clues Hhich might not have been easily interpreted by an 
outsider, and the combining of similar clues. If a recorded 
clue seemed inconsequential, or had momentarily appeared 
more important tha.n 1 t did in retrospect, it was e1 ther 
deleted or placed in proper perspective. 
At the end of the three-month period, the teachers 
involved re-evaluated the recorded. clues and areas of 
1Kirk, gp. cu., p. 71. 
2Certrude HOi'Tell Hildreth, Educating Gifted ,9hi l drs::U, 
(\\1ev,1 Yor]{: and Brothers PUblishers, lQb2), u. II". 
9 
strengths for each student. Re-evaluF.ttion ~.,yas comparable to 
the tltotaling fl which they a.id. at the end of each month. Once 
again they "weighed U the clues to determine Whether or not 
they were actually indicative of giftedness, or if it were 
only an isolEl,ted. clue which might well have been but an 
interesting facet of the behavior of a child. With average 
intelligence. The 't<rriter mad.e the final identification of 
those thought to be gifted Ilnd record_ed their names. '111i8 
identification ~,qas made on the basis of the frequency of 
checks on each student's checklist and his scholastic 
performance. 
The day following the end of the observation periorl, 
the HCL"J'linistration of standardized group intelligence tests 
(Lorge-/Ihorndike-Level 3, Form A, verbal and non-verbal), 'Nas 
started. The administration of these tests by the school 
guidance counselor took several days. Three weeks later-­
delay due to pre-scheduled standardized skills tests loJhich 
were given throughout the schoo1--individua1 tests were 
given to those students whose IQ' s l<Tere 130 or above on 
either part (verbal or non-verbal) of the group test. Upon 
the request of the writer, one student whose IQ was under 
130 on both parts of the group test was also given the 
individual test. The 9.d.ministration of the inoiVidual tests, 
(Stanford-Binet, F'OI'm ~, 1960, Revised) also given by the 
gu1d9.nce counselor, required a minimum of two hours uer 
individu91The ad~ini8tratlon of both the ~roupstudent.
 
tests required five weeks.
 
10 
Six students were selected at the close of the 
observation period. Of those, f1ve t'Jere found to have I(~' s 
of 130 or above on the verbal part of the group test. They 
had the five highest composite IQ's (average of the verbal 
and non-verbal IQ's on the group test of the olass). The 
remaining one, Profile VI, Nas found to have an IQ of 119 on 
the verbal part of the test and an IQ of 117 on the non­
verbal part. In addition to these six 1tlho t'Tere selected !lS 
"gifted" by means of the checklist, four others had IQ's of 
130 or above on the verbal part of the group test. As shown 
on each individual profile, three of these four not chosen 
by the writer as "gifted", failed to manifest very high IQ's-­
110 or below--on the non-verbal part of the test. 
After the testing had been completed, "tITri tten profiles 
were made of the ten students who had IQ t s of J/30 or above 
as identified by means of either part of the group test, 
verbal or non-verbal, and/or the indiVidual test. From the 
checklists submitted by each teacher a composite checklist 
i-ras made for eaeh student. The composite checklists l'4ere 
then scrutinized and. tabulated to ascert~lin t',rhether e1 ther 
the number of items or the types of items checked on the 
checkli sts presented a pattern ina.teetive of giftedness. 
,
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The need for a more adequate system of identifying 
intellectually gifted children by classroom teachers was 
reviewed in the introduction to this study. It was suggestecl 
that teachers who had been recently and expertly oriented 
toward common characteristics of intellectually gifted 
children might, upon thoughtful observation and careful 
recQrding of such observations, be expected to recognize 
these children. 
I. GUIDEPOSTS FOR OBSERVATION 
liAs a data-gathering device, d,irect obserJ"ation may 
make an important contribution to descriptive research. "i 
Observation as a method for identifying intellectually 
gifted children can make such 9, contribution. 2 "The 
observer must know '\'lhat to look for. The use of a checklist, 
8core card or some other type of inqUiry form may help to 
objectify and systematize the process.") The checklist 
consists of prepared lists of items. This type of 
1Jo11n VI. Best, Research 1ll Educat n. (Engl8\\food Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentlce-"F-full, Inc., 195q , p. 160. 
2Ibld., p. 16~L. 
JIbld., p .. 163. 
12 
systematizes and facilitates the recording of observations, 
~mcl helps to assure the consideration of the important aspects 
of the obJect or act observed.• 1 
Both reliability a.nd validl ty of observation are 
improved when observations are made at frequent intervals by 
the same observer. 2 T"hese criteria are two of the most 
important entities of any ~1ppralsal techniques."1 
Observation, as a research data-gathering process, 
demands rigorous acl.herence to the spirt t of scientifio 
inquiry. The follo1lIing standards should characterize 
the observer and his observation: 
1.	 Observation is carefully planned, systematio, and 
perceptive. The observer knows what he is 
looking for, and what is irrelevant in a 
situation. He is not distracted by the dr8matic 
or the spectacular. 
2.	 The observer is aware of the wholeness of what 1s 
observed. While he is alert to significant 
details, he knows that the whole is often greater 
than the sum of its parts. 
3.	 The observer is objeotive. He reoognizes his 
likely biases, and he strives to eliminate their 
influence upon what he sees and reports.
4.	 The observer separates the facts from the lnterpre­
'tatton of the facts. He observes the facts, ana 
makes his interpretations at a later ttme. 
Observations	 are checked ana, verified, whenever 
poss1ble, by repetition, or by comparison with 
those of other competent observers. 
6.	 Observations are carefully and expertly recorded. 
The observer uses appropriate instruments to 
systematize, quantifi;> and preserve the results 
of his observations. 
1 Ibid., p. 164. 
2Ibid., p. 163. 
3Sch'lliBrtz and T1edema.n, .QJ2.. ,Q1t., Dp. 75, 81. 
i) 
II. VALUES OF STANDARDIZED INTELLIGENCE TESTS 
"There 1s a basic notion existing in educattonal 
measurement, namely that tf something exists, it eXists in 
some quantity. Hence, it can be measured. 111 
Probably the ma_jori ty of authorities have found. that 
standardized intelligence tests are a most reliable method 
for the identifying of gifted children. 
Intellectual ability as measured by various 
intelligence and achievement tests, is the aspect of 
giftedness most commonly recognized in the setting 
up of school programs. This practice is justified 
by the fact that good things tend to go together. 
High scores on intelligence tests indicate 
generally high scholastic aptitude; they are 
likely t~ forecast success in high school and 
college.­
Abraham found that the mental test was one of the 
devices that could best tell the full story about the gifted. 
As a general guide--as one of the clues for determining 
giftedness through indications of curiosity, initiative, 
analytic ability and creativity--these tests (group and 
Individual) OEm be effective. 3 
Identification consists in the process of screening 
children by me~~ms of standardized test procedures •••• and 
lpaul F. Bre.ndwein, ~ Gif'ted Student As Future 
Scientist (New York: FJSrcOl.1.rt, Brace and Company, 1955), 
p.	 )6." 
2 Ruth Str8.niT" Helping Your Gifted Chi}d. (Ne-;·y Yorl;:: 
E. p. Dutton and Company, Inc., lqbO), 1)"0. 20-27. 
3vJillard Abraham, CQmm..ml Sense Allout Gifted Chl1drej1 
York: Harper enc't Brothers, Publishers-, lq58r, 1:).dl6:""~' 
selecting the superior children for education programs 
designed particularly for them. 1 
Procedure for identifying gifted children should 
be functional, systematic and inclusive. The 
identification procedures should. be gee,red into the 
over-all testing program of the school. All the 
children should be tested. e"t regular intervals with 
• • • tests so that numerous kind.s of abili ties ce"n 
be found. Without this kind of identification 
children1tirill be overlooked. 2 
Intelligence tests might generally be classified into 
categories--group and individual.3 In this study, both 
types were used. 
"Or the many kinds of sta.ndardized tests now av-ailable, 
one of the most familiar is the standardized group intelligence 
test. Tests of this type are particularly valuable for the 
first rough screening."4 Such tests afford lirapid appraisal 
of large group of students at a relatively low cost per 
student. 115 
The Lorge-Thorndike group tests were used. in this 
stucly. This test uis among the best group tests available 
lrnteillgence tests are administered regularly to all 
child.ren in grades three, six, nine, and twelve in the -I\.del 
Communi ty Schools, Adel, I01,ra. 
2Robert F .. DeHaan, "Identifying Gifted Children, II 'Tr.e 
E:xc8ntlo:n.al Child, !:: Book ::>f Re9.dln~s, Jam:s F. Magary _and 
John R. ~ichorn, editors (New York: Holt, Rinehart, ana 
"[inston, Inc .. , lOAn). n. 502. 
263.
 
5Schw~rtz, Q2. cit., p. 285. 
Ii
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from the point of view of psychological constructs upon Nhlch 
it is hetsed and that of statistical standardization. ttl "The 
lQrge-Thorndike tests should be accorded a place among the 
best of our group intelligence tests. n2 
Those stud.ents whose IQ' s 't'Jere found. to be 130 or 
above on the group tests were given an individual intelligence 
test: 
Additional information about the intellectual 
level of a child can be gained by the use of 
individual tests. The individual test usually 
gives a more rella,ble measure of intelligence than 
does a group test, and hence increases confidence 
in the accuracy of the identification procedures. 3 
Professor Leta Hollingworth, famous for her work with 
the gifted, felt that individual intelligence scales were 
excellent e,s a pioneer means of identifying mentally superior 
children. 4 She stated, "It is the most significant 
contribution of psychology to education in this century ••• 
that we are enabled to know the mental caliber of a hQman in 
11	 I n~s	 lie;­ear.y years. 
1Frank S. Freeman, The Iorge ... Thorndil{e Intelligence 
Test, Oscar Krisen Buros, ea., The Fifth Mental IVIel::tsurements 
Yearbook (I-Ii,shla.no. Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1959) 
p.	 350. 
2John E. Milholland, The Lq-rrbe-nl"..orndike IntelligencEl, 
fest, Fifth I\lental }1easurements Yeetrbook, Qll. cit., p. 350. 
3DeRqan , QQ. cit., p. 504. 
4rHriai1 hi tchard, "lbe Gifted Child, II A,'lle1"ican 
Associt"3,tiQP for ~ilted. Children, Paul ',Htty, ed. (Boston: 
D. C. Heath and Company, 1951), p. 4·9. 
5Pritchard, Ope cit., citine; Leta Holliugi'Torth, 
"Problems of Helationship Between Elementary and Second.ary 
Schools in the Case of the Highly Intelligent Pupil, n Jourmll 
of EdgcatiQ.tl in Soc ie,t.x., XIII (October, 1939), 102. 
59 •
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The ind,ividual test possesses the great advantage of 
providing a more valid and, depend.able measure of the capacity 
of anyone ind.ivid,ual than is ordinarily ElChieved through 
group testing. However, indi'vidual testing has some obvious 
limitations; the high cost per stUdent, the great amount of 
time required (in comparison to group tests), and the need of 
specially trained personnel for the administration of these 
tests. 1 Moreover, a total testing program for best possible 
evaluation of intelligence is afforded only with the combined. 
used of both group and indiVidual tests. 2 
1~e Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale is one of 
several tests now commonly employed for individual testing. 
This test, the result of many revisions through the years, 
was one used by Dr. Lewis Terman in his famous Genetic 
Studies of Genius at Stanford University.) 
The most lmnortant function of any method or 
technique of evaluation and appraisal, obj ecti'lTe or 
subjective, 1s to provide an accurate, reliable and 
valid basis for the guidance of the student, not in 
narrOi>'T vocational terms, but in the broad sense of 
assuring the maximum utilization of his capacities, 
interests, and characteristics. 
III. OBSERVABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GIFTED 
In order for the teacher to identify scholastically 
talented children with any degree of accuracy, she must 
1Schwartz, ~. cit., p. 28S.
 
2Ktrk, Q.J2.. cit. , p. 45.
 
3Best, QIl.. c1t. , p. 285.
 
4S0hwartz, QQ. cit., p. 268.
 
-
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implement methodical consid.eration of the many grollTth and 
behavior patterns characteristic of gifted children.1 Of 
course, anyone child will not eVidence all of the character­
istics kno"t'm to be common among the precocious, nor IITi11 any 
one child. have the S9.me set of traits as any other child. 2 
Often latent traits are kept safely beneath the surface by 
the unmotivated., regiment-bouno_ stud.ent of the proverbial 
monarchical classroom. The teacher must therefore keep in 
mind the need to prOVide a stimulating, non-restrictive 
classroom where the students feel free to reveal their own 
best efforts toward learning. It 1s in such a classroom 
climate th9~t the characteristics of the gifted come to the 
fore, enabling the teacher to recognize them. 
firV"sical Characteristics 
Consideration of physical growth and development is 
perhaps as elementary and obvious a facet as any of the 
multi-sided developmental pattern of the gifted. This, then, 
should be a good bel2':inning point for observation. 
L~ the past, gifted children have been thought of as 
bespectacled ~'ieaklings whose greatest physical ventures werE 
the movements of their eyes across line after line of the 
printed page. ThiS is generally erroneous. Instead, one 
can expect the precocious child to be large for his 
lKirk, ~. £it., p. 43.
 
2..MQ._, p. 50.
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chronological age, broad-shouldered, strong-muscled, and to 
have well-developed lungs. 1 He is 1/Jell coordinated in motor 
skills, has greater strength, better posture, fewer dental 
caries, and fewer sensory defects. 2 
Upon questioning the child's parents, the teacher can 
expect to find. that the majorl ty of this group sleep moTe 
than average children--or did in their early years--and 
spend more time out-of-doors, (two and one-half to three 
hours daily). Parents frequently supply ad.d.t tional informa­
tion about the child's early years; that he was heavier at 
birth, that he learned to walk earller, and that he learned 
to talk earlier than the rest of his brothers and ststers. 3 
Gifted child.ren tend to experience fe'Ner headaches, 
and do less mouth breathing than other child.ren. Girls shm'Y 
more physical variations than boys, but both are physically 
above average. They are longer in pubescence and earlier 
in sexual development than other children.!} 
The characteristics listed above do not imply that 
gifted chilo.ren claim a priority on such physical super­
iority; rather, that they tend to be more apt to possess 
great physical well-being. 
lFlorence L. Goodenough, Exceptional £hlldren (New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.• , 1956), P. 73. 
2Abraham, op. ill., p. 32. 
3Kirk, ~. £1i., p. 55. 
!}r~urlce F. Freehill, Gifted Children (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1961), p. 56. 
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Faml1x ~ §nvironments 
To facilitate effective teaching the teacher should 
attempt to acquaint himself with each student's environmental 
circurnstances, espec ially those of his home 8~nd family. 
Gifted children come from 8.11 socio-economic levels, but a 
higher percentage of them are born into families of the 
'~pper-middle" class. l 
The educational level of the parents tencls to be much 
above average. Hollingil1orth found that of 437 subj ects, 
40.3 per cent of their parents held either professional or 
managerial Posltions. 2 This suggests that an environmental 
atmosphere conducive to reading and appreciating the arts, 
which could be expected to a greater degree in the homes of 
professional persons than in the homes of unskilled and 
uneducated parents, can promote an increase in the 
intelligence quotient, one of the currently major evaluative 
factors used for selection of gifted children. It should be 
emphasized that a good home in the upper socia-economic level 
does not gUStrantee giftedness. 
In 1921 Professor Lewis A. Terman of Stanford 
Dni"verst ty began a study of gifted children in five maj or 
lWalter B. Barbe, tlA Study of the Family BaCKground of 
the Gifted, II Eclucatins; the Ac.ademically Able, Lester A. Crow 
and Alice CrN-T, (eds.) (Nei;j York: David McKe~y Company, Inc., 
1963), p. 20. 
2 ., p. 25, citinp: Leta Holling"worth, Gifted 
Children~';:;', York: The Macmillan Company, 1026).~ew 
--------------- '-
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California cities. These children were screened on the basis 
of teachers' judgments, group tests, progress through the 
grad_es, and an abbreviated form of the Stanforct-Binet test. 
The remaining children were given a complete Stanford.-Binet 
test, and those with an intelligence quotient of 140 or above 
were included. in the group chosen for study. A total of 1500 
children were used in the study.1 In this study (the average 
intelligence quotient of the students involved was 151) 
Terman found that the parents of these children had four to 
five years more schooling than the average for the United 
States, and that the median family income was more th8_n 
2hrice the California average. Another characteristic of 
families of gifted children is that of a male-dominated 
household.) There is a low incidence of divorce in such 
families. 4 
As mentioned earlier, gifted children oome from all 
socio-economic levels and from all races and oreeds. The 
higher percentage emanating from one race or culture may be 
due to the kinds of intelligence tests and other means of 
identifics.tion used. 5 Hmfever , it is interesting to note 
1Goodenough, .QJ2.. cit., p. 72.
 
2Ibid ., pp. 72-73.
 
3Freehill, ~. cit., p. 38.
 
4Kirk, .Q.12.. cit., p. 54.
 
5Ib10,., p. SO •
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that there is a high rate of giftedness among the Jews, a 
low rate among Italians and other South-European immigrants, 
and proportionately fewer Negroes than Caucasians. 1 
According to Hollin~~orth, the gifted have few 
siblings. 2 Of the 253 subjects in Goo.dard's study, half 
't\fere first-born and three-fourths were first or second born. 
Of the first-born, forty-five--or about eighteen per cent-­
were only children. 3 
Mental Ch~acteristics 
For accurate, objective evaluation of intelligence, 
reliance upon standardized tests is heaviest. However, 
gifted children eVidence many characteristics which can be 
observed in a less formal manner. In this type of evaluation, 
great stress is placed on what the child does--how he learns. 
He is not dissimilar from the child illith average intelligence, 
for he learns by direct, concrete experiences, by associating 
desirable experiences, and by associating desirable and 
undesirable consequences with his acts. 4 The significant 
difference bet'Neen the two is the degree of learning.. The 
1 Ibld,., p. 58.
 
2Barbe, OPe Q1i., p. 21, citing Hollin~~orth, ~. cit ..
 
3Ibld., citing Henry H. Goddard, 118chool Training of
 
G''1,ft eh'.,i]..d 1'"en , II (Y 1 New York: \florId Book Company, 1 0 28),eu;l . onc{ers , 
p. 129. 
L~Helen Ha~r Heyl, "Learnin~ Characteristics and Problems 
of Gifted Ghl?/lr~n, II Eon,estin§. ~11§. Acaoemics\lY Able,. Groi" PY1:1 
Gr01'J, eds., (J'-Jew York: David hC.i\.ay COmpRY1Y, L"1c., 1063), lJ. 5,. 
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bright child requires less exposure and gains more from it. 
His powers of perception are keener. He learns abstractions 
more read.ily and. completely.1 The unoriented teacher is 
likely to consider superior child,ren to be lazy because of 
comparatively limited exposure to a situation reqUired. for 
their und.erstanding. She may even note signs of boredom 
during activities plEmned for the average learner but which 
quickly lose their appeal for the gifted. 2 
Gifted child,ren are often self-motivated, or are more 
easily motivated if the motivation is not connected. With a 
lesson 1 earn.ed, long before. Their attention span is longer 
than that of their age-peers.) 
In her article, "The Gifted Child in the American 
Culture of Today, II IV'Jarga.ret Mead ItVrote tha.t our society tend~s 
to und.ervalue success which comes eas1ly. A student l>\fho earns 
an "A II in a test, but earns it IJJi th little or no apparent 
effort, is not appreciated nearly so readily or greatly as 
the student IATho ea.med an "A fI, but I'll th obvious effort. L!­
A key indicator of p;reat ability is early learninp:.5 
If the teacher has taken advantage of an opportunity to discuss 
the child 't'Tlth his parents, he may find that the child learned 
nursery rhymes before he was hio years old. He may discover 
1Freehill, pp. cit., p. 50. 
31Jll..r1., p • I~ 3• 2Ibid., p. 43. 
5.Ibid., p. 43.4Ibld., lJ. 34. 
-------------------
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that the untutored. child learned. to read before he was five 
years of age. (Many have learned to read independently by 
the time they are three years old.)1 Preoocious learning is 
not ord.inary learning at an increased rate. This learning 
comes from limited exposure or few practices and. is marked by 
high level retention and transferability.2 
The ability to generalize is a foremost characteristic 
of giftedness. A single learning situation will enable the 
accelerated child to form hypotheses about a wide range of 
related oonoepts. In demonstrating his ability to generalize, 
it is not at all unusual for him to use similes and 
metaphors.) 
The SWift-learner explores and invents, is ourious, 
foresighted, and original.4 For this reason teachers who are 
not alerted to the characteristics of gifted ohildren may be 
inolined. to label the child as a trouble-maker if he fails 
to conform to the rigid and narrow assignment for the d.ay. 
Original but unexpected answers or solutions may at first 
lower the quality of the child's work, for he is more 
1Ruth Strang, "Psychology of Gifted Children and Youth t n 
PSYOholggx gL BOCo~t~l 9hil~en ID4 Youth. William M,
Oruiokshank, (ed. (~lewood1iffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Ino., 1955', p. 90. 
2Freehi11, ~. ~.t p. 45. 
3ll1JJ1.. 
4Paul Wi tty (ed.', !l.JA Gift~d, Child. (The American 
Associatio.n fC(r Gifted Child.ren •. ~o. stem: D. C. Heath and. 
Company, 1951] t p. 13, and, Goodenough, .QJ2. ill. t p. 128. 
-------------------
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concerned. with possible new ways to solve a problem than he 
is 8.bout accuracy of the first try. While somechild.ren are 
merely seeking attention when they ask questions, the gifted 
child asks because he wants to know. Moreover, he will 
continue to do so tihtil he gets a satisfactory a.nS'TfJer. 
Gifted children are more skillful in achieving 
comprehension. They generally have an exceptional interest 
in reading, tend to read books at the adult level, and read 
intensively in particular fields. 1 Perhaps because of this 
interest in particular field.s, they are unusually interested 
in sCience. 2 Gifted child.ren have been found to express a 
keener interest in the more abstract school subjects than 
those demanding a great deal of rote memorization or manual 
skill. Scores on educational tests and school marks sub-
sta.ntiate this. Terman's study showed that such children 
disliked penmanship intensely.. Se1;qing, cooking, and manual 
training (now industrial arts), also were of little interest 
to them e1 ther, whereas literature, dra.matics, and. general 
science were rated high.) 
1 Strang , "Psychology of Gifted Chilclren and Youth, 11 
Psychology of Exceptional Children and Youth, .Q.Il. cit., 
"D. *89 .. 
2Strang "T1(le Nature of Giftedness, 'I Education for the 
Gifted.. FlftY~8eventh Yea.rbook of the National Society for 
the Study of Education, Part I (Chica~o: The University Press, 
1958), p. 78 .. 
3Goodenou~h, on. cit., p. 77 .. 
-------------_...........••,­
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"The mentally gifted are oharaoterized by tpower t __ 
that ls, they are able to do mental tasks of a high degree 
of diffioulty."l They reveal this "power" while taking 
standardized. tests Whose i terns are based. upon reversed 
digits, memorization of sentenoes, and vooabulary 
(espeoially the meaning of abstraot words). 
Many preoocious ohildren also possess versatility. 
While working on a projeot, they are apt to suggest inoluding 
related art, musioal plays, dances, and poems that would 
enla.rge and improve the quality of scholarly approaoh. 2 
The performanoe of the gifted ohild is oonsistently 
superior in the areas of special interest. The amount of 
information he has gained in a. field 
-;: 
of speoial
. 
interest to 
him, ls at ttmes almost unbelieva.ble. If his general 
advanoement is rapid on one developmental level, it usually 
oontinues to be ra.pid !!lS the ohild progresses to higher 
levels. 3 
Perseveranoe is still another quality common to many 
gifted ohildren. In a stud.y of three hundred. geniuses t Cox 
found this to be a fundamental oharaoteristic.4 :t1'1 add! tion, 
they are frequently oapable of making a realistic self­
appraisal, whioh results in inoreased self-oonfidence and 
lW1tty, gn. gll., p. 14. 
2Strang , "The Nature of Giftedness,fl QR. ~., p. 77. 
3W1tty, 2n. £lie, p. 13. 
~Freeh1l1, ~. g1!., p. 51. 
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mott'vetlon. While the popular conception of gifted children 
does not include persistance as one of their traits, studies 
of the gifted show them to be qUite persistant. 1 
Both the Terman and the Cox studies sho't'1ed that gifted 
child.ren continued to forge ahead despite parental pressure 
to maintain a slower intellectual pace. The children 
appeared to gain motivation for further scholastic pursuits 
from their realistic self-appraisal of their abilities. 2 
The more able student displays a high level of 
energy.] This energy is manifested in continuous involvement 
in activlties--each of which he completes. He participates 
in a large number of extra-curricular activities, in many in 
which he assumes the role of leadership. Often his energy 
is directed toward. long range, unattainable, and poorly 
defined goals. 4 
Liddle, in a study of gifted children, found that there 
is a significant overlap of desirable characteristics among 
the gifted. Sixth-grade children were tested and rated by 
percentile soares on "intellectual talent,1I IIsocial leader­
ship, n "artistic tEl.lent, It "aggressive malfldjustment, II f'md 
11!2..1.9.., p. 52. 
2 Ibld,. , p. 37. 
'3Ernest o. Buhlet and Eugene N. Guirl, tHIhe Nore Able 
StUd. ent De. sc.ribed,' ann .. Rated 1 tl .~ducatinK the :o~dem~c811Jl Able, Cro'N .9.nd Cro1;1l' (eds.) lNeilJ York: David r'icKay vompsny, 
Inc., 1963), p. 50. 
lJ, 
IbiG, • 
----------------
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"wi thclrs:t'iTn malad.justment." The results shol/Jed a positive 
correlationship between intellectual abili ty and~ the other 
talents, while a negative relationship eXisted between 
intellectual ability and maladjustments. It i'las concluded 
that children who were highly gifted in one of the three 
talents were quite likely to be talented in the other areas 
and very unlikely to be maladjusted. 1 
Social Characteristics 
According to a widely accepted concept, the gifted 
child is disliked by his peers because he is too smart. 
Recent stuclies have shown this to be erroneous. Such children 
are usually popular and readily accepted by their peers. 
1V1embers of this group often choose friends from a class two 
or three years older than themselves. Possession of a Wide 
clrcle of friends and the ability to influence them might 
be expected to promote conceit in the gifted group. Instead, 
they are reported to be modest. They tend to be cognizant of 
their need to learn more. UnWise parental advertisement of 
their child's abilities tends to foster conceit and attitudes 
of condescension.) 
lFreehll1, QJ2. cit., p. 114.
 
2Buhlet, Q.J;,L. cit., P. 4,9.
 
3Gooc1enough, .Q.J2. ctt., p. 78.
 
I
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Should an observer expect the gifted child. to be 
emotionally unstable because of his ability to learn rapidly 
and his accelerated growth pattern '1 'lhe anS1>Jer is "No." 
Usually he can be expected to be more stable, less tense, 
and. more able to understand and handle his personal problems 
thEm can his peer of average abll1ty.1 His superior physical 
fitness and mental precocity enable him to meet frustrations 
and to self-diagnose any trends toward anti-sociality he 
might experience."2 
It should be noted that children whose intelligence 
quotients are very high, or are otherwise known as the highly 
gifted, are more apt to be socially maladjusted than are 
those children who are gifted, but not highly gifted. His 
mental age is so far ahe!:::td of his chronological age and other 
possible faoets of his development that adjustment problems 
frequently result. Hollin~Jorth found that pupils with 
intelligence quotients of 180 or more had more adjustment 
problems than pupils wi th intelligence quotients bet'lqeen 130 
:3and 180. 
The more able student displays a talent for leadership. 
He can be expected to play the role of medi6ttor if any 
lJames Gallagher, "vThat Are Gifted Children Like" fl 
Eclucatin.o;, the Academioally Able, .Q.g. cit., p. 4,2. 
2Wttty, QQ. cit., p. 134. 
3Edi.th H. Grotberp;, "Adjustment.Problems gf
E.ducatlncr the A.cademicollY ~ble, .o.!? c~t., p. l'l. 
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inter-personal friction arises. He 1s influential within a 
group and usually "takes charge" of a group.1 Though 1t 
l'l'aS stated. earlier that gifted children with extremely high 
intelligence quotients might be more prone towarrl social 
adjustment problems, they can be expected to be leaders l'Jhen 
educated in segregated. classes attended by gifted children 
only. 2 
In.terest.§. 
Hobbies and collections appear to hold a strong appeal 
for the gifted child. These interests are not of the casual 
variety; instead, such projects are the result of intensive 
planning and high-level organization at every phase. Often 
several interests are pursued simultaneously.) 
l\1i sQellaneQ1UL 
It appears that the number of boys who have found to 
be gifted is proportionately higher than the number of girls. 
Because girls tend to mature earlier and thus score higher 
accordingly on standardized tests, one might expect more 
girls than boys to be gifted. tlo't'1ever, the greater 
variabl1itY--ffiore extremes--in the male populg,tion accounts 
lWitty, ~. cit., p. 102.
 
2'Ibic1., p. 94,.
 
3Benjamin Fine, Stretching Their ~viin(1.§. (New York:
 
l£. P. Dutton and Compan:r, L'1c., 1Q 64', D. 27.
 
--------------
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for the higher number of gifted boys. Along with the higher 
proportion of gifted boys there 1s a similar weighting of 
the population in institutions for the mentally retard.ed.• 1 
In one of his studies, Terman selected gifted children 
on the basts of teaoher referrals, test reoords, and 
nominations by interested oommunity resid.ents. To seoure 
these nominations he asked. suoh Q.uestions as, "Who was the 
brightest ohild in your room last year?," "Who was the most 
able in arithmetio?,· "Who was the youngest child in the 
room?" The final question provid.ed twenty per cent of the 
2
nominees and proved to be a valid measure for seleotion.
Though fewer ohildren are allowed to skip grades today than 
were allowed to do so during the time of his study, it is 
still worthy of consideration. The fact that a child is 
doing superior work even though he ls as muoh as ten to 
eleven months younger than the class in general suggests an 
accelerated mental age. 
The behaViors whioh indioated giftedness do not 
oocur simply because the subject has ability. They 
occur because the situation requires or stimulates 
complex behavior with a large intellective funotion. 
A man's reaohing-height may be most adequately 
estimated when a situation encourages him to make 
1Goodenough , ~. 21i., p. 69. 
2Freehil1, ~• .Q.1t., p. 41, oiting Terman, "ll'1ental 
and Physical Traits of a Thousand Gifted Chilc1.ren, tl Genetic 
Studies gt Genius (Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Press, 19251, I. 
)1
 
the utmost reach and. when the observer knO"!t<TS the 
height or the stand.ard. of every shelf. Gifted.ness 
is most likely to be discovered in the emriron.ment 
"Which encourages intelligent behavior ancl by the 
adul t who has looked at all behavior in ord.er to 
locate the pieces which prOVide for thr greatest manifestation of intellectual ability. 
lpreehill, Qn. clt., pp. 56-57. 
-------------
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The following are brief profiles outlined. for ten 
students who, after totaling 8.nd eVl:lluating the checklists, 
\lJere considered gifted or were found. by one or both parts of 
the standardized group test and/or the ind.ividual 
intelligence test to be gifted, that is, having an 
intelligence quotient of 130 or higher. 
STUDENT PROFILE I 
Ihis sDldent did not fit the currently 8.ccepted 
physical pattern of the gifted,. He was five feet two and 
one-half inches tall, and though apparently healthy and 
large for his age of eleven years and nine months, he was 
markedly ovenreight--172 pounds. HiS overweight undoubtedly 
contributed. to his outright dislike for participation in 
sports. Consequently, his classmates scorned him when he 
spent his recesses by reading a book under a tree or by 
staying at his desk. 
His home environment probably did not contribute to 
his precocity. His father was a construction worker who was 
!=litJay from home throughout the week. His mother had a hir:rh 
school education, whereas his father had completed only the 
first eight grades. With one exception, the above were the 
only negAtive factors observed. 
-33 
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He was first born in his family. There were two 
younger brother8. 
He never lacked for something to ].{eep him interested.• 
He always had a personally-selected science book to read in 
his spare time. 
The art teacher, who saw him d.uring t't'JO one-hour class 
periods per week, felt that he l'1aS outstanding in creativity. 
She stated. that he 't,oJa.s not distracted by the manner in 'lilhich 
others 'I'''lorked--that he continued to use his Ol'm methods. His 
ability to draN" made art an enjoyable subject. 
He played the trombone in the junior ban(l. His band 
teacher, who gave h1.m a private, itJeekly lesson plus 
instruction in band, reported that this student was 
exceptionally high in ability in this area. Those Who 
participated in band were deprived of tl'\iO one-hour studJr 
periods per week. This loss of school study periods did. not 
prevent him from maintaininrr: high p;rades (A) in all SUbjects. 
'1'he vocal music teacher found this boy to be most 
cooperative (in a class where cooperation was rare). She 
considered his singing voice to be verJ good. 
Each of the items of Kough and DeHaan f s checl\:list for 
intellectually gifted children was checked by both sixth­
grade teachers with the exception of item siX (Uses a large 
number of 'Nords easily and accurately).l He did not 1.1Se a 
1Kough , ~. oit., ~. 44. 
large number of word.s in either his speaking or writing 
vocabulary. However, in class discussion of stories from 
the reading text, he seemed to be proficient at discovering 
contextual meaning. His reading vocabUlary must have been 
qui te large, consiclering the advanced and/or supplement8_ry 
science books he read and appeared to comprehend. 
He often brought to the writer's attention books 
"!IIhich had articles relating to science units und.er study. 
Additionally, he asked for permission to perform experiments 
relating to an assignment, the results of which he reported 
to the class. 
He never hesitated to ask "why" about any fact or 
concept which puzzled him. He was a consistent performer, 
seldom getting below an A_. 
':the decision that this boy was gifted VIaS relatively 
easy. Each month's e\ra.luation of checks made on the check­
lists further convinced. the 'tIfri ter that this boy Nould meet 
the reqUirements for giftedness set forth in this study. 
His IQ was found to be 1)1 on the verbal test, 130 on 
the non-verbal test, 2:md 131 as a compos! te (group test). 
On the Binet, his IQ was 131. 
---------------
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COMPOSITE CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT NUMBER I 
General Characteristics 
1. Is	 well-developed physically; generally healthy. x 
2.	 Is larger for his age than his peers, and appears 
to be further developed sexually than his age 
peers. x 
3.	 Comes from a home where the parents are in pro­
fessional or managerial positions.

4. Comes from a family of few-or no siblings.	 x 
5. Is	 first or second-born in his family. x 
6. Is	 self-motivated.--has a long attention span. x 
7. Has and used. the ability to generalize. ..	 x 
8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, seWing, 
but prefers literature, dramatics and science. x 
9.	 Is versatile--may suggest related activities to 
correspond TIJi th an assignment. x 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his m'm needs and limitations. x 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and music. x 
12. Is well-liked by his peers; strong in leadership. 
13. Is stable emotionally.
14. Is young for his grade in school. 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted child 
1. Learns rapidly and easily.	 X 
2. Uses a lot of common sense and practical kno111ec1r:e._.;...;.X_ 
3. Reasons things out, thinlcs clearly and recognizes 
relationshin: comprehends meanip~s. x 
Retains what ~~ has-heard or read without much 
xrote o.rill. 
5. Kn01~Ts about many thinp;s of 1'1'h1ch other child.ren xare Unai'Tare. 
6. Uses a lar,o:e number of words e8sily 8.nel accurately. _ 
7. Can re8.d books that are one to bra years in xadvance of the rest of the class. 
8. Performs difficult mental tasks. 
0. Asl{s many questions. Is interested in a wide Xran,o:e	 of thinr~:s. 
10.	 Does some academic l'TOrl{ one to two yeaTs in advance 
of the rest of the c1988. 
-
x 
11. Is orLo:inal, uses iT,oocl 0U t unusual method s or 
12. Is alert, keenly observant, resnonds quickly. 
--------------- -
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Ad.d i ~j.on.81 Notations Q.U the Checklists .Qf. Student Number 
Home,room ieache~. 
October. Is an isolate. He reads constantly. He 
often brings a book to the teacher's attention for a possible 
supplement to the lessons. He tends to be impatient llfitl1. 
h1s peers; perhaps as compensatory action for his a.pparen..t 
unpopulari ty. A very good student. 
1'JovB]JIber. May be gifted. ConsistentlY a good 
student. 
December-Januacr. Continues to read lots of outside 
material--offers supplementary material for classes. 
PrQbabu gJ.fted. 
lBn,fI1lage-social stucUes teacher 
October. Is consistent--he contributes more than 1s 
required in classwork. 
November. Likes attention but is not accepted by 
his peers. 
Art teacher 
Crer"
0 
.. tive an_d not bothered by the \fJay others0..Oct ber 
November. Ll1res art 'Nork. 
December:-...[anuar;y:. Can clra1tl qUite well. 
37 
STUDENT PROFILE II 
':£Ihis girl was a delightfully attractive dlm'Ole­
cheeked blond. She '\'lIaS large (five feet two inches tall and. 
ninety-eight pounds) for her age of eleven years and two 
months. She had. reached pubescence. 
Her mother, a high school graduate, iiVas in her late 
teens when this girl lIJaS born. The girl's father, who 't'JaS 
in his forties, had deserted her mother before this child 
was born. They have not seen him since that time. She was 
the only child. 
From the beginning of her sohool years she lived with 
her maternal grandparents, ilJho iiJeloomed her into their home. 
Her mother visited her each weekend. 
'1'hi8 girl "{>ras an extremely happy Child, full of 
confidence and personality. She seemed to shed responsibility 
and minor day-to-de.y disappointments equally easily. She ilTaS 
always allm'Jed a great amount of freedom at home, thflt is, 
she l..rent SHimming and roller slmting, unattended,. as esrly 
as the second grade. 
Though it was obvious that it vms easy for tht s girl 
to learn--one exposure to any ooncept W8.S 8uffiolent--she 
never took the initiative for learning. She was often 
dlsorga,nized 8.nd late in completing assigned \'Jork. Never 
did she suggest related. E18signments, read unassi,c;med books, 
or asle thoughtful questions. Her attention span anneared 
to be short. 
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Her band. teacher reported. that she WEtS outstanding in 
the ability to play the cornet. Others in her larger family 
(cousins) "Nere also musically talented. 
Neither her art teacher, her vocal music teacher, nor 
her physical eclucation teacher reported that she appeared to 
be gifted. The other sixth-grade teacher, who taught social 
stud.ies and language, consid.ered her to be an uno.erachiever, 
not worthy of special comment on her checklist. This girl 
't'Jas not selected as one of those classified as gifted. at 
the close of the observation period. 
Her IQ was found to be 134 on the verbal test, 110 on 
the non-verbal test, and 112 as a composite (group test). 
On the Binet, her IQ was 118. 
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COHPOSITE CHECKLIST FOR ID}~NTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT NUMBER II 
General Characteristics 
1. Is	 well-developed physically; generally healthy. x 
2.	 Is larger for his a~e than his peers, and appears 
to be further developed sexually than his age 
neers. x 
3.	 Comes from g home where the uarents are in
 
professional or managerial" positions.

4. Comes from a family of feN or-no siblings. 
5. If	 first or second-born in his family. 
6. Is	 self-motivated--has a lanD: attention suan. 
7. Has and uses the ability to generalize. ~ 
8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship,
 
sewing, but prefers literature, d.ramatics
 
and science.
 
9.	 Is versatile--may suggest related activities to
 
correspond with an assignment.
 
10.	 Is self-confid.ent, but also highly sensi tive to 
his mm needs and. limitations. 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and. music • X_ 
12. Is well-liked by his peers, strong in xleadership. x13. Is stable emotionall~r. x14. Is young for his grade in school. 
Characteristics of intellectu.ally gifted. child 
x1. LeFctrnS rapidly and easily. 
2.	 Uses 8 lot of common sense an(1 practical
 
lmOl'Jlec1ge.

Reasons things out, thinks clearly and recognizes3. xrelationships; comprehends meanin~s. 
4. Retecins ,.,That he has heard or read wi thout much x
rote drill. 
Kno'N8	 about many things of \i.rhich other children5. 
1'J88 uns:t,rare. 
r Uses [) l:c>,r,rre number of Nord s ee,s11y E'md. aecura tely.;:..__o. 
Can read b;ok8 that are one to tNO years in7. 
advance of the rest of the class.
 
o P("!rforms difficult mental t9sks.
v. 
Asks many questions. Is interested in a ''iid e9.
 
range of thin[1:s.
 
10. Does some academic work one to two years in 
advance of the class. 
Is oriE~inal, uses good but unusual methods OT11. 
i''1pCll::o 
Ie'") ;i~;t, keenly observr:mt, resnonds quicl:::1.:r.12. 
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Add,itignaJ,. NatatiQns sm. ;tb& Qheeklists S1t Student Number 11. 
Homeroom !Leacher. 
October. An underachiever. 
November. Does not apply herself. 
December-Januarr. Diffieult to tell sinee she does 
not try. Doubt giftedness. 
Music teachet. 
October. Gifted in MUsic. (Identical notations 
in the following months.) 
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STUDENT PROFILE III 
rI'his profile was indeed. one whioh the vIriter did not 
expect to write--that is, no giftedness in this girl was 
suspected. 
She l~rEtS ~rell d,eveloped physically. She measured four 
feet eleven and one-half inches tall and t'Teighed eighty-three 
pounds at the beginning of the three-month observation period. 
She was the youngest of four children in her family, 
as well as the youn~est of three girls. Her brother, the 
eld.est child, (!Jas preparing to be a minister and. hf'ld been 
graduated as an honor student from high school. Her sisters 
l\Tere good stud.ents, according to casual teacher obSertTations, 
bu t vJere not particularly outstanding. 
Her father, who completed ~qO years of college, held 
a managerial position with an insurance company. Her mother 
had a high school education and l'TaS employed as a nart-time 
saleswoman. 
She was well-liked by her peers. Her election as 
class treasurer revealed her ability to organize and l{eep 
records. 
She took nrivate clarinet lessons and participated in 
the school junior band. Her instrumental teacher, who was 
her teacher for each of the 8.bove, stated that she \'18oS 
"iJ't She earned "A'Sii in this area.ou t san.t a1np; "n i a I:) .. 1 y. 
The other sixth grade teacher lived near the girl's 
family. She stated that on several occ8.sions the lL:irl's 
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f8ther haC! mentioned that his youngest child ha.d exce-ptional 
scholastic ability. Though she was a capable, conscientious 
student, she did not appear to either the sixth grade teacher 
mentioned. above or to the writer to have great intellectual 
capacity. 
She did learn quite rapidly but tended to be dependent. 
Any type of a thought question, as opposed to memory questions, 
brought her quickly to the teacher for assistance and approval. 
Upon experiencing diffiCUlty in grasping a concept, she 
Nas qui te sensitive a.nd became easily frustrated. This was 
particularly eVident in arithnetic. 
frhis girl was not selected as one thought to be gifted. 
Her IQ was found to be 132 on the verbal test, 118 on 
the non-verbal test, and 125 as a composite (group test). 
On the Binet, her IQ was 121. 
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cm'IPOSITE	 CHECKLIST F'OR IDEHTIFICNI'ION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT 1mMBER III 
General Characteristics 
1. Is	 1iJell-developed physically; generally heal thy. x 
2.	 Is larger for his age than his peers, and appears
 
to be further developed sexually than his age
 
peers. 
3. Comes	 from a home where the parents are in 
professional or managerial-positions. x 
}+ • Comes from a family of few or- no siblings.
5. Is	 first or second-born in his family.6. Is	 self-motivated--has a long attention span.
7. Hcts and uses the ability to generalize. ­
8.	 Dislikes manual tas1-cs, such as penmanship, 861fTing,
 
but prefers literature, dramatics and science.
 
9.	 Is versatile--rnay suggest related activities to
 
correspond with an assigrLment.
 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his own needs and limitations. 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursui ts, such as art Etno music ._~X_ 
12. Is well-liked by his peers; strong in leadership. X 
13. Is stable emotlonally~
 
ILl- • Is young for his grade in SChool.
 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted child 
1. Le8rn8 repidly and easily. X 
2 • Uses a lot of common sense and prectical 1m.owledge.....__ 
Heasons	 thing'S out, thinks clearly and recognizes 
relationshins; comnrehends meanings.
4.	 Hetalns \<Jhat he has heard or read without much
 
rate drill.
 
5.	 Kno1ils about many things of Nhich other children
 
are unaware.
 
6. Uses a large number of words easily and accurately...._.__ 
7.	 Crul read books that are one to tl'JO years in advsmce 
of the rest of the class. ___ 
8. Performs dlfficul t ment~11 tasl{s. 
o 
. Asks many questions. Is interested in a wide/ 
range	 of thin~s. 
10.	 Does some academic wor1{ one te tlfW veal'S in 
8r'JIJanCe of the class. 
11.	 I[~ orL'\inal, uses r:r:ood butunusu8l metl'1ods or 
11 e8S. 
l? Is alert, keenly observant, responds quic.1tly. 
Homeroom ~ 
Octpb~L. Tries very hard. 
2kLY-W1ber. Not gifted. 
}2ecember • Not p;ifted. 
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STUDENT PROFILE IV 
Third-born in a family of three, this boy '«\Ta8 small
 
for h1s age. His parents were both school teachers--his
 
father was elementary school principal in the local school
 
and his mother taught second grade in a nearby school.
 
HLei>lT13.S popula,r ilJi th his peers fmC! his teachers. He 
was respectful and unassuming. His sense of humor was most 
delightfttl. His classmates looked forward to 8,ny oral 
presentation he might make, for they could be assured of an 
entertaining one. He appeared to be emotionally stable, 
never exhibiting anger, SUllenness, or undue discouragement. 
seemed to possess a good self-image. 
He Nas comparg,tively young for his grad_e, eleven years 
and four months at the onset of the observation perioo. Never­
theless, he evidenced no particular difficulty in school. His 
greatest general weakness was his poor listening habit. Often 
he asked that instructions i'Thich had just been iSiven to the 
class be repeated. Aside from 8. general tendency to learn 
easily and an occ8sional orip;inal t1'1ou~ht (usually humorous), 
he did not appear to be more than an abo'Ve-flveraQ:'e student. 
He did not manifest an unusual awareness of thin~s of which 
other c1'1 i loren d io not l-rno1'l. From ~'Jhat could be observed, 
[j er _ .... t ,lA_Le- ne ith_ reau;:) a [1;r eo deC,,_C,o ] nor did he ask 8 p:reat number 
of questions. Never did he sUlTgest supplementary 8ssiQ:'nmen.ts. 
His art te8cher fOUTId him to be fairlv orir:r1nal and 
qUl-e"t FfOOu;:) a-t 'Jral'Ln,o;.~ i- She wrote that he was a fast wor~er. 
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He began d.rum lessons (turing the year 8.nd 11a8 quite successful 
in that endeavor. 
'rhis boy 'NaB eVidently 8n unaere,chiever and "JaB not 
thought to be gifted. Undoubtedly he was in need of special 
motivation. The fact that his parents were in professional 
Dosi tions might promote his interest in scho1e.stic pursuitsL . - _ 
in later years. \1i th an IQ just one point aI'Jay from the 
designated point for lIg iftedness," a program designed for 
stimulating this boy was definitely in order. 
His IQ was found. to be 132 on the verbal test, 112 on 
the non-verbal test, and 122 as a composite (group test). 
On the Binet, his IQ was 129. 
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cm'IPOSITE CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT HUNBER IV 
General Characteristics 
1. Is	 well-d.eveloped physically; generally heal thy.
2.	 Is larger for his age than his peers, and appears 
to be further developed sexually than his age 
neers. 
3.	 Comes from a home where the parents are in 
professional or managerial'positions. X 
4.
 Comes from a family of few or no siblinp:s. x 
x 
x
x 
x­

5. Is first or second-born in his family. ~ 
6. Is self-motivated--has a long attention span. 
7· Has and uses the ability to generalize. . 
8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, sewing, 
but prefers literature, dramatics and science. 
9.	 Is versatile--may suggest related activities to
 
correspond with an assignment.
 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his o~m needs and limitations. 
11.	 'Tends to be talented in other areas, in ac1(11 tion 
to intellectual pursuits,_ such as art and 
music. 
12. Is well-liked by his peers, strong in leadership.
13.
 Is stable emotionally.
14.
 Is young for his grade in school. X 
X 
Chare,cterlstios of intellectually gifted child 
1. Learns rapio.ly and easily.
2. Uses a lot of common sense and practical knowledge"z..
3.	 Reasons things out, thinks clearly and recognizes
 
relationships, comprehends meanings.
 
4-.	 Retains what he has heard. or read Without much 
rate drill. X 
5.	 Knows about many things of l'lhich other children
 
are una't'Tare.
 
6. Uses a larp;e number of words easily and. accurately,&.!l__ 
7.	 Can read books that Etre one to two years in advance
 
of the rest of the class.
 
8. Performs difficult mental tasks. 
9.	 Asks many questions. Is interested in a wide
 
ran~e of thinp;s.
 
10.	 Does ;ome aoademic work one to two years in advance 
of the class. 
11. Is orlg1na1 9 uses good but unusual methods or idea.;;;s,.;:..__ 
12. Is alert, keenly observant, responds quickly. 
••------•••••••••••••••••••••llllelf~ 
~I 
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Ado.ltlonal 1'i9te:~1ons .Qll the Checklists Qf. Student Nymbel:, 1:Y. 
Art teacher
 
October. l!lorks too fast and somet 1mes gets liS illy II
 
but can draw quite well.
 
NQyember. Thinks of his own id.eas.
 
r31 
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STUDENT PROFILE V 
This student was i'1ell developed physically and 
particularly healthy, seldom missing more than one day of 
school per year. She 1Iras large for her age of eleven years 
and one month; she was five feet tall and weighed one hundred 
pounds. She appeared to be further developed sexually than 
many older members of her sex in the same grade. She was 
first-born in a family of three children. The other two 
siblings were boys. 
Her father iiTas an insurance agency manager 't'rho had a 
high school education plUS college-level courses talcen in 
the insurance field. Her mother was an elementary teacher 
Nho was taking graduate work during the observation period. 
The girl's maternal grandfather had been e~ public school 
superintendent. Most of her aunts, uncles, and great-aunts 
and great-uncles also were teachers. 
She took private olarinet lessons ancl was in the 
school junior be.nd. Her instrumentt:tl teacher stated that 
she was above average in ability, though not gifted. 
She was very interested in art. Her art teacher 
reported that she 'was improving, ancl was a goocl stud ent in 
art (B+) though was not gifted. This girl enjoyed cleverly 
decorating a bulletin bOlStrd in her arm room at home. 
She 'trras well-lilced by her peers. Elected as class 
secretary, she 1IJaS efficient at note-ta1dnp: and. reT-l0rtinfl: 
b i ti S S~e erljo~.re.~d theto the class durinp: '. us ness mee np:. U . ,I 
. I 
f··ii\i'rf! 
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companionship of one girl much more than that of a large 
group. This may have been a manifestation of a feeling of 
insecurity. 
She was conscientious about her classroom work but 
was not anxious to suggest supplementary assignments unless 
she thought it might raise a previous grade 't~i th which she 
was d"ispleased. She was self-confident as a performer in 
school. 
As a pre-school child she we~s over-sensitive and. more 
conscientious about her behavior than could be expected from 
a small child. This would have indicated instability; yet, 
she maintained an occasional release from this over-sensitivity 
and displayed a II s i11y 91 side to her personality. This was not 
squelched by her parents, who were cognizant of her need for 
this emotional outlet. 
She was one of the youngest in her class. She had 
started in kindergarten two 't-iTeeks prior to her fifth birthd.ay. 
She learned rapidly and d.isplayed much practical 
knowled.ge. vli th the exception of three i terns, eaoh of the 
items of the checklist for the intellectually gifted \I,ms 
checked. Item five (Knows about many things of which other 
Chi1. ~ are unm<rare. was .0_U.ren ) n t checked • It was felt that 
she did not. 
Item siX (Uses a large number of words easily and 
accuratelY) Nas not ohecked. Though her vocabulary was 
adequAte, she did not use 9 large number of l'Tords. Item nine 
. i 
! 
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(Asks many questions. Is interested. in a iflide range of 
things) 1,\)'a8 not checked. Th h hit t doug L s e wasn' eres e,. in many 
things if they were introauced to her, she was not 
particularly inquisitive. 
As mentioned. earlier, she '(/\Tas original in decorating 
a bulletin board or writing stories in language, but she 
dld not offer to perform an assignment in a manner not 
specified by the teacher. 
The other sixth-grade teacher stated that this girl 
was a lltop student 11, but that she was in doubt as to 't!>Thether 
she was gifted or simply an over-achiever. 
For several reasons the decision on this case was 
especially difficult. The foremost reason for this 
difficulty was that it took concentrated effort on the part 
of the writer to be objective when observing a relative. 
This girl was the writer1s daughter. 
1ne biggest factor which convinced the writer that 
this girl should be selected as gifted 'Nas her age. She 
was six months to a year younger than many of her classmates, 
yet she maintained high grades. 
Her IQ '(;18S found to be 131 on the verbal test, 121 on 
the nOYl-verbal tea t , an... aL"s composit A Ond 126 a . . ~. the Binet, 
her IQ NBS 130. 
.~ > iil ~ "" J 
,J t 
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corJIPOS ITE	 CHECKLIST FOR IDEl\iTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
srrUDENT NDlVlBER V 
General Characteristics 
1. Is	 well-developed physically; generally healthy. x
2.	 Is larger for his age than his peers, and appears
 
to be further developed. sexually than his' e~ge
 
peers. x 
3.	 Comes from a home where the parents are in 
professional or managerial positions. x 
4. Comes	 from a family of felA1 or- no siblings. x 
5. Is	 first or secono.-born in his family.- x­
6. Is	 self-motivated--has a long attention span. X 
7. Has and. uses the ability to generalize.	 X 
8.	 Di slikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, se-t'ring,
 
but prefers literature, dramatics 9~nd science.
 
9.	 Is versatile--may suggest related actiVities to
 
correspond with an asslg~~ent.
 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his own needs and limitations. x 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and music ._..."",X_ 
12. Is l'rell-liked by his peers, strong in leadership. X 
13. Is stable emotionally.	 'it 
14. Is young for his grade in school.	 X 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted child 
1. Learns rapidly and easily.	 X 
2. Uses a lot of oommon sense and practioal knoWledge~t__X_:_ 
Reasons	 things out, thinks clearly and recog:nizes 
relationships, comprehends mea.n1ngs.
4. Retains 1'J'hat he has heard or read i'1i thou t muoh 
xrote drill. 
5.	 Kn01lis about many things of l'rhlch other child.ren
 
are unawere.
 
6. Uses a large number of words e88i1y and acouratelYA'__ 
7. Can read books that are one to two years 
advance of the rest of the class. 
in 
x 
Performs diffioult mental tasks. 
Asks many questions. Is interested in a \\Tide 
10. 
range of things.
Does some academic '\A1ork 
advance of the olass. 
one to ti'JO years in 
x 
11. 
12. 
Is original, uses good but unusuel methods or 
ideas. 
Is alert, keenly observant, respond s quic1{ly. x 
x 
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~ddi tional Notations on the Checklists Qf. Stttd.fJ.nt Number V 
Homeroom teacher 
October. An achiever--very conscientious. Quite 
good in art, bulletin board organization. 
Novembe~. Difficult to be objective, due to family 
relationship. A good student, may be gifted, perhaps not. 
December-lanuary. Almost over-conscientious, 
probably due to the pressure of having her mother for 9. 
teacher. Young for grade, steady performer. Nay be gifted. 
Language-social .studie.s teacher 
Octo:l2.er. Is a top student. It is questionable whether 
she is gifted or an over-achiever. 
STUDENT PROFILE VI 
T"ne boy 1liThose description follows exhibited more 
characteristics indicative of giftedness than any of the 
other children observed. He 1~ras v:rell developed physically 
and generally healthy, although he was somewhat overweight. 
He was five feet two inches tall and weighed 152 pounds. 
His age at the onset of the observation period was eleven 
years and four months. 
He "\flaS the third born in a family of four. He had. 
~JO older sisters and one younger sister. His father, a 
teacher, had died three years prior to the time of this study. 
His mother, l'rho held EL Ivlaster of ~Ilusic degree, 'to;ras the vocal 
music teacher in the 10CEtl school. One of his uncles was 
a professor in a state university. 
One definite weakness 1t1hich this boy manifested was a 
poor self-image. He was over-sensitive about his weight. 
SeITeral times he stayed home from school due toa derogatory 
remark made by a classmate during recess. He hesitated to 
let others knovJ I'rhat his grades 'I'1ere, in spite of 8. 
consistently good scholastic record. He was generally liked 
by his peers; yet, he felt that he was not. 
His mother told that he walked and talked earlier 
than had her daughters, and. that he \!~as 9 large bab:'T. She 
reported that he took delight in plannin~ m2memrers for 
mili tary men (toys), 8nd '\',rrote many pa~es of such plRns 
' . . . ii' ttle 11 "ne reau~ an.d e~4ovedtl,).i·. H.G. Well~_'h,~e f ore oerrinnln)':,: BL oa. - • 
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liar Qt ~ Worl~~, a book which he had. voluntarily eleoted to 
read. He pleadeo for and received. a weather station as a 
Christmas gift, and enjoyed making and. recording observations. 
Soience, in all phases, was particularly interesting 
to him. Often during or after class he mentioned related 
information about a topio ourrently under study by the 
class. 
Each item of the checklist for intellectually gifted 
child.ren was checked.. He was the one stud.ent vlho usue;lly had 
an accurate definition for a new \lrord found by the class and 
disoussed in an assigned area of study. 
He took private instrumental music lessons and 
partiCipated in junior band.. He played both the baritone 
horn and the snare drum. His instrumental teacher evaluated 
h1s work as "above average". Neither his art teacher nor 
his nhysioa1 education teacher felt that he 1'JaS aboYet t 
average in their respective areas. 
In spite of all the afore-mentioned indications of 
giftedness, this lad failed. to exhibit giftedness 1'l'hen 
tested. His IQ Has found to be 119 on the verbal test, 117 
on the non-verbal test, and. 118 was the composite (group 
test) • HO'\;'fever, upon the request of the lvri ter that this 
boy be individually tested, it "'JaS found that his IQ on the 
Binet NaB 131. 
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COMPOSITE CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT NU'rtlBER VI 
General Characteristics 
1. Is well-developed physically, generally healthy. x 
2.	 Is larger for his age than his peers, and 
appears to be further developed sexually 
than his age peers. x 
3.	 Comes from a family where the pEtrents are in 
professional or managerial positions. x 
4. Comes from a family of few or no siblings.
5. Is first or second-born in his family.
6. Is self-motivated--has a long attention span.
7. Has and uses the ability to generalize. - * x 
8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, seNing,--­
but prefers literature, dramatics and science. x 
9.	 Is versatile--may suggest related activities to 
correspond with an s,ssip.;:nment. x 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his m'm needs and limitations. x 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and music. :_A_ 
12. Is well-liked by his peers, strong in leadership.
13. Is stable emotionally. 
ILl- • Is young for his grade. 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted. child 
1. Learns rapidly and easily.	 X 
2. Uses a lot of common sense and. practical knovJledge.::.._~_X_ 
3. Reasons things out, thinks clearly and reco~nizes 
relationships; comprehends meanings. X 
h, . Retains what he has heard or read Without much Xrote drL11__ • 
5. Knm~rs about many things of 'Nhich other children Xare unaware.	 v 
Uses a larr:e number of word.s easily and. accurately...._L_.·.._ 
Can read books that are one to two years in advance'7.
 
of the rest of the class.
 
n 
o. Performs difficult mental tasks. 
9. AskS many questions. Is interested in a wide X 
range of things. 
10. Does some academic Nork one to tHO :;rears in x 
aavance of the class. 
11.	 Is orir;1na1, uses I~oocl but un1Jsual methods or 
10 eFt s. 
12. Ie aler:!;, keenly observant, responds quickly. 
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Add.i tional l:!gt8tion~ .QJl the Checls;lists 2t Student Number VI 
nomeroom teacher. Watch himl His mother 1s the vocal music 
teacher for this school. His father died three or four years 
prior to this observation period. He had. three sisters, two 
older and one younger. This may account for his intense 
interest in reading, perhaps as an escape from a "feminine 
world". HiS mother reported that he had pages 9nd pages of 
war tactics and maneuvers for play soldiers, and that he 
concocted various "fire-estinguishers" from garbage. 
Often in class, he had broue;ht up subj ects reil.:ated. to 
the discussions. For example, he asked about the relation­
ship of electrons and protons to atoms in the chemistry 
unit in science. 
Novembex. Oversensitive. Stays a~ay from school on 
I i 
\ !occasion because of a misunderstanding at recess. Good 
'> I 
<:'-1
student. 
December-JaXJ:lJ.ary. A good vocabulary. His mother 
said he had read H. G. NeIls' \19,1' of the ~'{o;rlds and other 
books which might be consid.ered to be above sixth-grade 
reading level. Hanted and. p.:ot a weather station for Christm8s. 
Good in ,junior band. ]\lav be p:ifted. ~-
'tt h t h'~ size He wantspctober. Is very senSI •ve 9.0U· _lL' - . • 
a1"')1:'11'ova1 from 11.18 peer8 l<Jhich he does not p:et .. 
want 
liCi.l[,~ber. Although he gets good grades, 
his neers to know what grades he gets. 
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he does not 
De.Q..E?!!Lbe;r-b..JluPc:..u. Is emotional and. is often aOElent 
from school at test time but always does well. 
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STUDENT PROFILE VII 
The student descrl'bed. in· ProfiJ._e. ,.TII·
. - . v projected his 
abilities early in the observation period, yet in a most 
unobtrusive mam1er. He "NaS heal thy, and. of average height 
and weight, four feet ten and one~>half inches tall and 
ei~hty-six pounds. 
The second-born in a family of three boys, he 
appeared to be very happy at home. His older brother and he 
derived great pleasure from pla.ying baseball together in 
summer and basketball in lHnter. The boy's interpersonal 
relationship with all members of his family appeared to be 
excellent. 
Both his father and mother "{/Jere high school graduates. 
His father 'liJas employed as 2lTI automobile mechanic. 
mother was employed as a part-time waitress. 
'I'hough he appeared to have no specia.l talent in art 
as reported by the art teacher, this void was balanced by a 
talent in music and rhythm. He played the snare drum in 
the junior be-nd and also took private lessons on the drum. 
His instrumental teacher stated that he WOlS particularly 
high in ability in this area. 
He revealed a tendency to be inhibited. He seldom 
......... 1,.. i cIa <" l' lenR calleri U1Jon to do "0 Never did he
'::'lJ O ,o..8 n ",,8 In_'''L '. u ..... •_,.t u 
-voluntarily reel te unless 1t l,Jas a one or two-worCl anS\iJer. 
However, he WBR -Nell-liked by other boys in the class and 
ahrBY s took pB.rt in sport 8ctivi t le8 durinp: Dla~r neriod s. 
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From what could be discerned during sohool hours, he seemed 
to be emotionally stable. Never showing fear or anger, he 
displayed a certain reticence for even the smallest degree 
of exhibitionism. 
His constant dl"lTersion during school hours was reading. 
Several times he was asked to put away a library book which 
he was furtively reading during class time; yet he did not 
appear to be the poorer in class-activity for it. Despite 
his Wide reading he did not ever suggest a supplementary 
project to correspond with an assignment. 
This boy learned rapidly and used. his ability to 
generalize. The \'11'1 tel' nel ther remembers nor 11J"8>S it recorded 
that he ever asked for help in addition to that given to the 
class for an assiFSTIment. Nevertheless, he usua.lly got 
excellent grades. 
He did not display a knowledge of things of which 
other children '\Iiere UYlai'T8.re. Item five (Y\llOWS about many 
things of which other children are unaware). Neither did 
he use a large number of 1!wrds, Item six (Uses a large 
number of words easily 8.nd accurately). Of c011r8e, the 
brevi ty of his oral cless-participation 1:'Jould have accounted 
for these apparent absences. 
hi S t bj eat sixtyf,'ivla thema t i c S W9.S b e8Us .. "1"8e0._' .. Of the 
sixth-graders observed, he T!l"aS the most accurate in 
ma th t 4 He Apn~ .. eared to already be sure of concentsJ. ,ema 1.cs. at 
i:h e beg i nn lnlS. of their introduction to the clas s. Hi s 
j=:-' 
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spec1al t;y was attempt ing to be first and most $.ccurate wi th 
an answer computed. without using a pencil or paper. 
To the INri ter of this report, this boy appeared to be 
gifted. Hi s IQ was found to be 138 on the verbal test, 124 
on the non-verbal, and 131 as a composite. On the Binet, his 
IQ was 132 • 
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COIVIPOS ITE	 CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED eR ILDREN· 
STUDENT NUMBER VII 
General Characteristics 
1. Is	 well-d.eveloped physically; generally healthy.
2.	 Is larger for his age than his peers, and appears x 
to be further developed sexually than his age 
peers. 
3. Comes	 from a home where the parents are in x 
professional or managerial-positions.
lL Comes from a family of few or no siblings. x5. Is	 first or second-born in his family. X6. Is	 self-motivated--has a long attention span. x7. P.cas and uses the ability to generalize. ­	 x8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, sewing, 
but prefers literature, dramatics and science. 
9.	 Is versatile--may suggest related actiVities to 
correspond with an assignment.
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his own needs and limitations. 
11.	 'l'ends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectu9.l pursuits, such as art and music.__X;.".­
12. Is well-liked by his peers; stron~ in leadership. X 
13. Is stable emotionally. X14. Is youn~ for his gra~e in school. 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted child 
1. Learns rapidly and easily. X 
2. 
3. 
Uses a lot of common sense and practical knoilTledge,z,,'_....;.X_ 
Reasons things out, thinks clearly and recognizes 
4. 
relationshins: comnrehends meanings. 
Hetains 'what 118' has heard, or read wi thout much 
x 
rote drill. x 
5. Knows about many things of which other children 
are unaware. 
6. 
7. 
x 
Uses a large number of 'Nords easily and accurately"",.:!l~_ 
Can read books that are one to two years in 
adv8.nce of the rest of the class. 
8. Performs diffioult mental tasks. 
9. Asks many questions. Is interested in a Wide 
10. 
range of things.
Ibes some academic work one to hIO yeaTS in advance 
of the class. 
11. Is orip-inGl, uses p:ood but unusual rr,ethods or 
12. 
ideas. kJ 
Is alert, l{eenly observant, responds Qllic."',.y. 
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~dlt1onal NotatlQn~ gn ~ Qbecklists g1 Student Number VIr 
Homeroom teacher 
October. Watch him I Is particularly good at math. 
Reads oonstantly, but is an avid baseball player. Is good 
at the drums. Is somewhat introverted. 
November. A oonsistent aohiever. Has weak eyes, so 
may feel self-oonsoious about this. 
Deoember-January. Slipped some in aohievement, but 
appears to be a good sound thinker. ~ M gifted,. 
Language-sooial studies teaqher 
Ootober. Needs to be given more work beyond the 
daily work-needs to be ohallenged. 
November. Could do better. Has a good mind but 
does not always use it. 
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STUDENT PROFILE VIII 
l'his student aspired to be a. model student. She 
displayed many of the characteristics listed on the 
checklist. A 1ar~e girl for her eleven years, nine months, 
she stood. five feet one and one-fourth inches tall, 2nd 
weighed 100 pounds. She 1'Jas third-born in a family of 
four. 
Her father had attended. college for one year. He Was 
a part-time casualty insurance salesman and a farmer. Her 
mother had a high school education and was not gainfUlly 
employed. 
Though she did not participate in Inst!"lJ.mental music, 
her 'Vooal music teacher stated that this girl had £m 
excellent singing voioe. Physioal eduoation was also a 
strong area for her. Her physical education teacher rated 
her much above Erverage. He stated that she alone in the 
class, Which was made up of the two sections of sixth-grade 
girls, needed but 011e exposure to a set of rules for a game 
in order to comprehend it. Her art teacher did not find her 
to hcrve outste,ndinp; ability in art. 
She 1'Jas well-liked. by her classmates. :B:lected 
president of the class, she assumed leadership immediately. 
She eVidenced. the ability to fore8ee needs and problems 
Which the class might have. 
I"lembership in 4-tl and naTticipatlon in relgted projects 
\!Jere her princj.pel outsj.de interest. She had 1<Jon t'1·:relve blue 
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rlbbons 8.~t the county fair the previous summer. These 
projects centered mainly around. cooking and other home-
During two study perlod.s each N'eek, she helped. in 
the school library. The librarian stated. that she "(;fas an 
excellent helner. 
Occasionally she suggested related activities to 
correspond with an assignment, especially in science. She 
apparently did not, hmAleYer, d.o unassigned. outside-readinp; 
in the area of science or any other subject are~l. 
She expressed o_istres8 about her limitations in 
nen'11anship, though she did not haye any real nroblem in 
i·'Trl ting. Any time she failed to score high on an assig'(lJTIent, 
she inquired about hot\T she might improve. Nevertheless, she 
did not appea.r to feel insecure about herself--rather, she 
seemed to be particularly conscientious. 
Despi te her dedication to doinp~ her very best at all 
times, she vms not a superior student, 13.1 thoup:h she 1'!8S one 
of the better stlldents in the upper-ability Group. Both 
the other sixth-~rade teacher and the writer felt that this 
~irl ~as an overachiever, that she utilized all of her 
Dotential. She learned raoidly, used common sense, 
usually able to reason thin~s out independently. She 
~ ~neeu 8u some ~ 411{trL ~ , ~inl1vespe",. Ct._ d in arithmetic. Her resnonse 
was mORt often a quiok one. 
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Thoup;h her voca.bulary was adequate to express herself 
at the sixth-grade level, she a.iel not use an estraordinarllJT 
large nwnber of words. Her choice of library books often 
tended to be fiction 'wri tten especially for pre-teen girls. 
As mentioned earlier, both sixth-grade teachers felt 
that this girl, though a good consistent performer, over­
achieved and hence 'Nas probably not gifted. Her IQ 'was 
found to be 130 on the verbal test, 109 on the non-verbal 
test, and 120 as a composite (group test). On the Binet, 
her IQ was 124. 
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COMPOSITE CHECKLIST FOR IDENrIFICATION
 
OF GIFTED CHILDRm~
 
STUDENT NUMBER VIII 
General Characteristics 
1. Is well-d.eveloped ph~rsically; generally healthy. x 
2.	 Is larger for his age than his neers, and B-DpearS
 
to be further developed sexually than his age
 
Deers.
 x3.	 Comes from a home where the Darents are in
 
professional or managerial" positions.

4. Comes from a family of few or" no siblinlts. 
5. Is first or second-born in his fe,milv. c~ 
/'
o. Is self-motivated--has a long Etttentton span. 
7. Has and. uses the ability to generalize. .	 x 
8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, sewing,
 
but prefers literature, d.ramatics and. science.
 
9.	 Is 'Ilersatile--may suggest related activities to
 
corresDond with an assign.ment.
 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his O1'm needs and limitations. x 
11. Tencls to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and music._....".,.X_ 
Is well-liked by his peers; strong in leadership. X 
Is stable emotionally. X 
Is youn~ for his grade in school. 
Chftracteristics of intellectually p;ifted child 
1. Learns rapidly and easily.	 x 
2. Uses a lot of'" common sense and practical Imo'Nledge.....__ 
3.	 Reasons things out, thinks clearly and recog:'1izes
 
relationships; comprehend.s meanings.
 
Hetains	 what he has heard or read -Without much 
rate drill. 
5.	 KnovJS about many things of 1';<7111C11 other children
 
are unavJare.
 
6. Uses a large number of 'tIJords easily and accurately""",__ 
7.	 Can read boolcs that are one to two yee,rs in advance
 
of the rest of the class.
 
8. Performs cUfficul t mentRl tasks. 
9.	 Asks many questions. Is interested in a 1';''fio e v­
range of things. ii. 
10.	 Does some academic work one to tv,ro years in 
advance of the class. 
11.	 Is orirrj.TIs.l, uses !Toad bTl t unusual methods or 
ideas. 1 11 
12. Is alert, keenly obser'\T,gnt t responds qu' c·c y. 
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Acldi tional Notations on the Checklists of Student Number VIII 
_.. . , - -- - ~ ............... ~ =-q- , - .,. ~
 
HQmeroom tee.ch.er 
Oc tober. Is a leader, class president. Active in 
4-H. Horks during study period.s, in the school library. A 
good student. 
liQvember. Probably an overachiever. Tries 
despeately to conform. 
December-JanuarjL. Doubt giftedness. 
Nusic teacher. 
October. Gifted in music. 
Pnysicel education teacher 
October. Is a child who pays very close attention 
in class. One Nho responds very 1iTell and is also a very 
capable performer after a brief instruction period. 
STUDENT PROFILE IX 
The decision that this boy was gifted '{,;ras not easy to 
make because the characteristics 'whioh he exhibited formed. 
nothing more than an ~'tmbiguous profile. 
Standing four feet ten and one-fourth inches tall and 
1>1eighing eip:hty-nine pounds, he was quite healthy and had a 
p;ood ma,scullne build. At the beginning of the observation 
period he 'Nas eleven years and five months old:.. 
Hi s fam i ly ,{N'as a large ann apparently a happy one. He 
1Ims sixth-born in a family of ten children. His father and 
mother were both high school graduates. His father 1Ims a 
truck owner and operator. 
He was extremely well liked by his peers. Probably 
much of his popularity was due to his ability and proficiency 
in snorts. He appeared to be very stable emotionally, never 
eXhibitin~ anger nor bad temner. Never did, he ShOl'T disrespect 
to his teachers, yet he was full of pep amI leaned toward 
harmless mischievousness. 
He did not take part in instrumental music actiVities .. 
'!'his could have been partly due to cost of instnment 
Durchase TAlhich probably would have been urohibitive in his 
case. 
He learned raplrJl;;r and easily, 118eo common sense, and 
was able to use reasonin~. Drill was not necessary in most 
cases for him .. 
Yt ~1ive o·~1 th.8 - intellectuallychecl"-r list for ~lfted.L_,f"111 ~ 
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child.ren (Knows about many things of which other child.ren are 
unaware) wa.s one whioh was n·o· t chs""k'ad. P h he did, butw sraps 
he did not offer eVidence of it. He did not use a la.rge 
number of' words, yet he may have ]mown their meanings. He 
suggested. for ora.l story-reading by the teacher, a. book 
whioh he had read and enjoyed. Upon reading a ohapter to the 
olass, it was obvious that they did not enjoy it because of 
the advanoed vooabulary used in it. He did not appear to 
have an inquiring mind. At any rate, he did not ask questions 
or seem to be seeking anSWers to any self-proposed problems. 
Originality of response, oral or written, was not one of his 
attributes. Perhaps he felt the need to respond only in the 
tredi tiona.l manner. He was, however, particularly ad.ept in 
mathematics, both in accuraoy and speed. 
Though he was a stea.dy performer and oonsistently good, 
he was not the best in the class. That Is, he did not reoeive 
the highest grades. However, when he felt it really mattered, 
perhaps on a teaoher-made unit test or a read.ing "magazine II 
test (not standardized but With suggested percentiles), he 
seemed to exert himself, intelleotually, a bit more. He gave 
the writer the feeling that sohool was to be pleasantly 
tolerated, but if it was important to him to perform well, he 
did. The writer seleoted him as probably gifted. 
His IQ was found to be 128 on the verbal test, 133 on 
l ~l site On the Binet,the non-verbal test, ecnd J as a oompo ". 
his IQ was 1)2. 
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COMPOSITE	 CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT NUMBER IX 
General Characteristics 
1. Is well-developed physically; geners_lly healthy. x2. Is larger for his age than his peers, and appears 
to be further d,eveloped sexually than his 
age peers. 
3.	 Comes from €:I, home l,<Jhere the parents are in x 
professional or managerial 'Oositions. 
4. Comes from a family of few or no sibling's.
5. Is first or second-born in his family. ­
6. Is se1f-motivated--has a 10nl2; attention snan. 
7. liftS and uses the ability to generalize.' x8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, sewing,
 
but prefers literature, dramatics and science.
 
Is	 versatile--may suggest related actiVities to 
correspond. with an assiFrnment. 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also hip:hly sensi ti'\Te to 
his own needs and limitations. x 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and music ._-=_
12. Is well-liked by his peers, strong in leadership" ~1­
13" Is stable emotionally~ A14. Is young for his gracle in school. 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted child 
1. Learns ranidly and ea.sily.	 ~ 
2. Uses a lot of common sense and practic,9.l knowledge...t_-_A_ 
3.	 Reasons thinFrs out, thinks clearly and recog:nizes 
relationships; comprehends meanintrs. x 
4.	 Retains what he has hes_ro or read l'Ti thout much
 
rate drill.
 x 
5.	 K.nm\Ts about many thinp:s of which other children
 
are Un81'THre.
 
6. Uses a 18r,g;e number of '\IJoras easily ana accurately......__w'l:.
7.	 C~lY1 read books that are one to t'tlJO years in
 
advance of the rest of the class.
 
,~ 
• Performs difficult mental tas~s. . • 
9.	 Asks many Questions. Is interested in a wine
 
rAnge of thinp::s.

10.	 Does some Bcad ernie work one to two years in 
advance of the class. 
11. Is orirdnal, uses good but unusual methods or x 
irleas. . ... . .. ill	 v12. Is tllert, lteenly observant, respond s qll c:cy. ." 
.c 
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Add! tional Notations on the Checlrlists .Qf. Student Numbe;r IX 
Homeroom teacher 
Octob~. A possibility. 
November. Steady performer. Comes from a large 
family. Good. in math. 
December-January. A good thinker. Does not do his 
best. In the pB"st, has scored high in teacher-made and 
standardized tests. !1?JL be gifted. 
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srrUDEN'r PROFILE X 
'rhe decision as to the intellectua.l canacity of this 
boy was malle early in the observation period. His potential 
Nas as obvious as the previous boy's \!Jas concealed. 
The boy 'I',f!,lS average or less in stature (four feet 
nine and one-fourth inches tall and eighty pounds) for his 
eleven years and eight months. At varimls times throughout 
his school years he had. had. illnesses l<1h1ch kept him out of 
school for long periods of time. He missed seven weeks durinR 
the early part of this school year. This absence did not 
affect his understanding of any of the concepts which had 
been taup:ht during that time. 
He was the fourth child in a family of six children. 
'ThJO of his older sisters Nere married. His father had 
attended college for one year and his motl1er had attended f\or 
two years. Hi smother, a former teacher, 't~ras no dOU.bt 8 
rz:reat help to the boy during his long absences from school. 
was well accepted by his peers. He seemed to get 
on better wi th his neers than '!r,T! th his teachers, ~,.;rl th whom 
he displayed a captious attitude. His mother reported that 
h ' t Coanp;etl.h i J1 dl' a len,q;th v illness 11'1,18 rr'rea, a tt·tl,..:le fall.' owed .1 
fourth rr'raoe. Prior to that time he had been protective 
ann kind to his younFr,er brother and sister. Perhans his 
etti tuo e and tree tment of others VTe.•S compensation for tl1e 
' ..:l 1 CAn (Followinp:misfortune (ill heAlth ) he hau exner. en,.~"" 
, h nand f'1180 after more t Ime hsd elBD~eCJt, e obserlTtltlo":1 perio, , 
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to have t1 better 
teachers.) 
of this child's precocity even 
Desu! te the 
after his latest illness, he seemed 
atti tuG.e toward school end. his 
There 1,ras Ii ttle doubt 
from the early part of the observo8.tion period. 
fact th8"t he missed. seven of the brelve \lil'ee1{s coverecl cluring 
this observoation, he displayed, high scho18.stlc aptitude. 
He learned rapid.ly a.nel independentlY.. Each of the 
i terns of the second. checklist \OJas checked with the excention 
of Item 6 (Uses a large number of words easily and accurately). 
He was the type of chilo. who is so often mentioned in 
edUCtltional methods courses; where the child s.aks impromptu, 
probing questions of the teacher, often putting her on the 
suot. 
His IQ was found to be 134 on the verbal test, 133 on 
the non-verbal test and 134 as a comnosite (graun test). On 
the Binet, his IQ was 131. 
1 
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COl'llPOSITE CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFTED CHILDREN 
STUDENT bWMBER X 
Generel Characteristics 
1. Is	 well-developed physically; generally healthy.
2. Is. larger for his 8ge th8TI his peers, and anpears 
to be further developed sexually than his age 
peers. 
3.	 Comes from a home where the parents are in 
professional or managerial' positions. X 
4. Comes from a family of fe't'T or' no siblings.
5. Is	 first or second-born in his family.
6. Is	 self-motivated--has a lon~ attention span. X 
7. Has and uses the ability to generalize.· __X 
8.	 Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, sewing,
 
but prefers literature, dramatics and science.
 
Is	 versatile--may suggest related activities to 
correspond i1i th an assiP-:nID.ent. X 
10.	 Is self-confident, but also highly sensitive to 
his mm neeels and. limitations. X 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such as art and music._-=",,_
12. Is well-liked by his peers, strong in leadership. X 
13. Is stable emotionally ~	 'X14. Is young for his grade in school. 
Characteristics of intellectually gifted child. 
1. Lea.rns rapidly a.nd easily.	 X 
2. Uses a lot of common sense and practical knmTledge.Jl,.'__ 
3.	 Reasons things out, thinks clearly 8J1d recognizes 
reltltionships; comprehends mea.nings. x 
Retains	 11\1h8t he has heard or rea.d 'Nithout much 
rate d.rill. X 
5. Kno~Ts a.bout many thinp:s of 'Nhlch other children 
xa.re un8.1oJare. 
6. Uses a larP:8 number of 'Hords easily a'1cJ accuratelY.....! ___ 
7. Ca.n read b~oks that are one to ti'jO years in advance 
xof the	 rest of the class. 
xPerforms d ifficu1 t mental tasl{s.
 
Asks many questions. Is interested in a Hide
 
xrange of things. 
- ~. 1· one to t1'JO ~.rears in advance10. Does some aC8(, em lC 1'10r... , . Xof the	 class. 
11. Is orif1:inal, uses p:ooo but unusual methods or idea-;:-T 
I:? Is alert, keenly observAnt, res Donn s quic1~lY. 
Adeli tiona1 Notati.on.§. QU. ~ 
liomerogID teacher 
October. 1.vatch himl 
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CheCkliats .9.!. Student Number X 
}las been out a p.;reat d.eal with siclmess. 
Is able to catch up With the class in no time. 
Dec;. ember-January. GOOd. in math. Keeps the family 
checkbool{ balanced. Anxious to 'Drove teacher wrong. Not 9 
...1. .',' 
p;ood attitucle, but improving. PrQ.bably g,,1fteo.• 
Lanro~age-~oclal studie~ teacher 
October. Has the ability but does not want to use it.
- ..­
November. Has been absent many 1I'1eeks and still comes 
through with top grad.es. 
Art teach..er 
Octob~. Al1,ITays goes ahead 'Nt th an idea qu.ickly 
formed. 
NQyem.beI:.. ifiorl{s 1n(l epenclen t ly • 
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It was ste,ted. earlier that the tNo classes were 
divided ,swcording- to achievement. The tlrJO homeroom teachers 
for the group of students observed in the study had groupeo 
them at the end of their flfth-er,racle school year. (In the 
Ad.el SChool this p;rouplng and regrouping 1s done at the end 
of each school year beginning in the fourth grade, ld th an 
occasional mid-year change from the upper to the 10li'rer group 
or vice-versa as the teachers see fit.) From the lower­
ablli ty group of t't'il'enty-six Children, none of those testeCl 
was found to have an IQ. of more than 124 on the verbal-
intelligence part of the group test. The mean IQ for that 
group 11i1aS 101.50 on the verbal pa.rt a,nd. 98.92 on the non­
verbal part Whereas the mean IQ on the verbal part of the 
group test was 122.24 in the upper-ability group and 113.68 
on the non-verbal part of the test. 
Of the ten pupils id.entified as possibly gifted by 
means of the p:roup test, three did, not "Drove to be gifted on 
the individual test. These three had high verbal IQ's, 130 
or above, but had non-verbal IQ's of 109 to 118. One student, 
h01,rever, had a <verbal IQ of 1)2, a. non-verbal IQ of only 112, 
bu t end eel vJi th an IQ of 129 on the ino.1vidual test. 
One who was subjectively selected as gifted was found 
to have 8Yl IQ of 119 on the verb8l nart of the p.:rou"O test, 
117 on the non-verbal pnrt and. 131 on the indiv'ton91 test. 
Pive I!Tho bad IQ' s of 130 on the verbal part of the test .o..no 
no'·t 1 than 101 o'n.. the nOYl-\terbal, had IQ' s of 1,0 or above. eSB .~. 
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on the individual test. 'Ihree of the ten students had IQs 
of 130 or abmre on the verbel pf:trt of the group test but 
were muoh lower (109 to 118) on the non-verbal part of the 
test. 1,'1hen incHvid.ually tested, these three were not found 
to be gifted. (See 're.ble I.) 
Possibly one or two boys might have been classified 
as physics.1ly sms.II (Item I, General Checklist), but, the 
wri ter ,\>·Ta8 cognizant of the variety of gro1f.Tth rates 8mon~ 
boys as a group and. between boys and. girls. 
Of the ten children mentioned, five came from families 
in which one or both of the parents were (or had previously 
been) employed in a professional or managerial positIon 
(Item 3). 
Five came from families of three or fOUT siblings. 
Five came from families of four to ten siblings. Four vTere 
first or second-born; three 't'lere first-born: Whereas six 
were from third to Sixth-born (Item 5). One child came from 
a broken home. 
Item 8 (Dislikes manual taskS, SuCh as penmanship and 
smqin,q;, but prefers literature, dramatics and science) vias 
difficult to utilize on the checklist. It was difficult to 
become "Yell-enough acquainted 'Ni th sixty stud ents to learn 
of such likes or dls1i1{es wi thin ft three-month period '()ri thout 
anpear1ng to probe. 
Six of the ten were 1n junior band. All of these 
II bverRcre \I Justfelt by the instrlJ.mental teacher to be 8. ave a ... ". • 
TABLE I 
IQ'S OF OF TEE STUDENTS WHOSE IQ'S WERE 110 OR ABOVE ON AT LEAST 
PART OF 'fEE STANI14.RDIZED TESTS GIllEN HI THE SIXTH GRADE 
ADEL COrvINUNITY SCHOOL, ADEL, IOVJA, 1966 
·....,r7T znp"'5i£7X' ~"'* va.- ::;:;;;;::a;;;;",,,,,,,,,,"_4o::::::W:;;;;;W; '.,;:;;;44 Mit H. _,' :t 
Profile GrOUD Test 
Verbflcl IQ N01'l-verb~1. I~ CoronDsi te IQ... Bine,t IQ ._ 
1* 130 131 131 131 
II 11l~ 110 122 118 
III 132 118 125 121 
rv 132 112 122 129 
v* 131 121 126 130 
Vli~ 119 117 118 131 
V II"'~ 138 12L~ 1)1 132 
VIII 130 109 120 124 
IX* 128 133 1'31 132 
XiI- 13r~ 133 134 131 
~..1"""'~ :;;JIiII$:;.... to ~~~t .•Ai\C§J4C!4iL#:::trIiIiIat¥4NCLJI!IlAl 
*Indieates selee tton as flin tellec tually gifted it by means of su.b,j ect1ve method.s 
.~of identification. 
\,Q 
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two students were favorably commented UPon by the t
,', ~ ar 
teacher. Only one was thought to be a sWift-learner (in 
technique) by the lJhysicaJ. educatio,n te h
' .ac. ere 'l\qO of the 
ten mig;ht haYe been lfHlged to be actually physically inacti've-­
a result of overt:,qeight (Item II). 
One of these children who i1as physically inactive 
wes also the only one who was unpopular; hOi-rever, his 
unpopulari ty i'Jas confined. to members of his Oi<rn sex. Never­
the1ess, he appeared to maintain a healthy level of emotional 
stabili ty. In fact, all of those students appeared to be 
relatively stable, and for the most part, happy (Items 12 
and 1)). 
In order to check Item 14 (Is young for grade in 
sChool), a definition of the \I'rord llyoung ll had to be mBo.e. 
It was felt that a child Who was not eleven years old until 
the summer before entering sixth-grade might be classified 
as "you.np: for hi s grade ". Of course, sex amI total 
naturation-level COUld. have been considered, bu.t years-of­
life '\'JBS the only thin?: considered here. Four of the ten 
] fe1 J (Seehad birthdE'tys e1 ther in the summer or ears - ".'. 
':rable II). 
I t em 8 5, 6., 9, 8.nd." 11 of the second list (Chec1<J.ist 
for intellectually p;ifted child) were the most often omttted 
(Table II). 
.:l r(\9 of.. 1._3',"0 or above illOf the siX who hau .~ s. the 
one-1181f enein(]ividur'ltl test, 8n avern0~e of eip:ht and 
TABLE II 
CEECK.8D FOH STUDENTS \~HOSE IQ.' SHERE 130 OR ABOVE 
A'r LEAS l' mm PAR'r 'THE STAi\JDARDIZED t~1 TES'TS 
~ :. #i~ ........~..:== to: -----=_::ii"i "::::t;;;,,=· '~==4 1:$#-:=;;:;; -'-F e--; === J},,; .--' .....: ~
 
Students whose IQ's were 130 or Students whose IQ's were 130 or 
above on the Binet test above on one or both 'Parts of the 
____,_ • * p;rQu:g te s.t. .o""n).,X_ L _ 
Profile Number Profile Number 
tal Items I x II ItI·~L).V ':- VIII 
Checked on 
Gen '1. Char. 10 12 9 9 6 7 9 3 8 8 
C'(lec~clist 
(14 items Average - 8.5 items checked. Average - 6.5 items cheeked
 
total)
 
Total items 11 8 12 8 9 11 3 1 2 4
 
C11eckec:l on
 
Checklist for Ayerage ­ 9.6 items checl,ced Average - 2.5 items checked
 
Intellectually
 
Gifted
 
(12 items
 
total)
 
co 
I--' 
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were made on the fourteen-item checklist for general 
characteristics of p::ifted children, l'Jhereas an average of 
siX and one-ha,lf 't'Jere checl5:ed. for those lIJho lIJere not found. 
to be gifted. (130 or above on least one part of the group 
test but not on the individual test). In this study it 
would. 8:ppea,r that selection (screening) of those Nho were 
gifted. 'tvas ind.eed. aided. by considering the number of 1 tems 
checked on the first checklist (Table III). 
An average of nine and six-tenths of the twelve 
items on the checklist for intellectuall:'T gifted. children 
were checked for the six ohildren whose intelligence 
quotients ;!1ere 130 or abo"ve (ind.iVidu~n test), 1\Thereas an 
average of two and one-half items lITere checked on the 
checklists of the four 111h08e IQ' s were 130 on a part of the 
Rroun test but falled to ha:ve an IQ of 130 on the indliTid.ual 
test (Table Tv). It wa,.<j thought that the second checklist 
(for the selec tton of intellectually gifted child,ren) 1;trag 
therefore an effective tool for such selection. 
Of oourse, while some checks were made on items of 
the first checklist (general oharacteristics) for even the 
ver~r slm!J'-learnlnR stUdents, fe~\Ter Nere cheo1\'80 in 
comparison to the chec1;;:11sts of the ten students mentioned 
fl.bove .illven fevrer checks (neg1 igible amount) i'Jere IDeae of 
the 1 terns on the second checklist (fo!' intellectu9.11~rt2:ifted 
~id ~ I ~e 10 f - or l~neh'1'1' .~.) f' t 1 C' ',ilr!ren
.,., t-rho u . no v r1P,' .~ 1.. or en Q ,'-J'- oren noce 
on either tr18 'verbal or non-verbnl of the rroUD test. 
TAJ3LE III 
IT.till'1 ANALYSIS OF CHECKLIS'rS OF' 'rEN CHILDREN iNEOSE IQ.'S vfSRE 130 OE
 
ABOVE ON AT L.EAST ONE PART OF THE STANDARDIZED TESTS
 
== --== . tiL _",@,. ...1 'i#i1i n;-;::e:m A., I _7*'5 :;:: JJ:--C a _=::r-==: 
General Characteristics Checklist Or the Ten Students 
Item 'Number Item Checked Item not 
Checked 
1. Is well-de'V81oped physically; generally 
healthy. 8 2 
2. Is larp:er for his age than his peers, and 
a,ppears to be further cleveloped sexually 
'3. 
than his age Deers. 
Comes from a home i,'There the parents are in 
7 3 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
urofessional or managerial positions. 
Comes from a family of'fe"'i,q or'no sibling:s. 
Is first or second-born in his family. 
Is self-motivated.--has a long attention span. 
Has and, uses the abU,i ty to generalize. . 
5 
5 
5 
6 
8 
5 
5 
.5 
4 
2 
8. Dislikes manual tasks, such as penmanship, 
set'ring, but prefers 11 terature, dramatics 
and science. 2 8 
9. Is versatlle--mBY suggest related. activities 
to corresuoncl 't'fi tl1 any assignment. 1
-' 
7 
10. Is self-confident, belt also hi,q;hly sensitive 
to his needs and limitations. 8 2 
11. 'i.'ends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectua.l pursuits, such as a.rt and 
music. 7 3 
12. Is well-liked by his peers; strong in leadership. 7 3 
13. 
14. 
Is stable emotionally. 
young for his grade in sohool. 
7 
4 
3 
6 Q:) 
'vJ 
-.-...--._",,- -" ~~, .. - ~- - -:,-*:_a:':;::~~,. - .~"'-J • -':>7" Ii!; f~''':''_ - "" n _-..~...-..:;;;;:;:;:;;;::::::;;:::;:::::= 
TABLE: IV 
rr ANALYS IS OF CHECKLISTS OF TEN CHILDEEI\J 'dHOSE IQ' S \<JERE 110 OR 
ON Ail' LEAST O;JE PART OF rrJiE S:rAL'JDARDIZED rr:e::srrs' 
" •. , "4-W l---i\-*4I!~:::t$' K-it:±-L:::BiliiitiC.::Mi!a.. ~' r 
ChecTd.lst of In,t~.J..1.ec.tualU G1!ted _, 
IteID.:JYJl1be.;r__~. , 
1. 
2 .. 
3. 
I.~ • 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. 
Learns rapidly and easil;'t. 
Uses a lot of common sense and 
nractioal Imovrled,ge. 
Reasons things out,thinks olearlY and 
recognizes relationships; comprehends 
meaniuQ's. 
Retains What he has heard or read Without 
much rote drill. 
Knows abotlt many things of Which other 
children are un8:ware. 
Uses a larp;e nnmber of VTords easily and 
accurately. 
Can read books th::tt t=lre one to t'NO years in 
advance of the rest of the class. 
Performs difficuI t mente,1 tasks. 
._-- ~:a •• ::Iii. ,;;;;;;;.=w..~ 
Or the Checklists of
 
the Ten ~Udellts
 
No, Che.ckep,~ ,_.• l:TQ,tt,.;..D§cl};ed.
 
10 0 
6 L~ 
7 3 
a
/ 1 
3 7 
q1 
1.1_6 
6 4 
AskS many questions. Is interested in a wide 
e of th in,'?:: s • !.~ 6 
Does some aCEdemlc 1'Jork one to two years in 
advance of the class. 6 4­
Is orlgina1,uses good but unusual methods 
L~ 6or ideas. 
Is alert, keenly observant, responds quickly. 7 :3 
rIB':.~,_~i;'i.r~~,,~~~""-:=;;;a e--ajirt: *_·~.~-'::~i~~~ _._.::Ii-;:::;;;:7_T=-~-,::.L"" =;;;-~=, : 
co 
~ 
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Early in the yeal", the writer had been convinced th90t 
this class (upper-abi1i ty group) was ind.eed unusually 
precocioUs, but iAJi th a lack of recent teaching experience it 
i'u:tS sensed that perhaps an over-zealous apnreciation of their 
abilities and talents was responsible. However, upon 
learning the results of the group intelligence test, it was 
feared that an underestimation of their talents had. been 
made. (Six had. been identified. as gifted by the subjective 
method., and nine tiere found to have an IQ of at least 130 on 
one or both parts of the group test.) One who did not have 
an IQ. neB.r the cut-off point had bee:n selected. as gifted by 
the subj ectt've method (Table V). 
r-----------------------.-- -.-­
TABLE V 
COHPosrrE DATA CONCERNING 'THE TEN STUDENTS HEOSE IQ'S WERE 1'30 
OR ABOVE OR l'~ORE OF THE STANDARDIZED IQ TESTS .< 
=: :: =:::= ; = ::i ex,s 8 :=e=' I :::: i l' ?Y_=-:it:j"": :: --.;;;;; A:=: ¥ :-!: == -= 
Praftle e Verbal Non-verbal In01VldlU~.l General Intellectual Gifted Gifted. 
Ii;, IQ rCt Chec.klist Checklist Sub- Objec-
Items Items j ective ti'V'e 
.~ ... _. _. _.__ .9bec]{ed Cbecked __ _ __ 
I 11-9 130 131 131 10 II Yes Yes
 
II 11-2 13h 110 118 9 3 No No
 
III 11-1~, 132 118 121 1.j. 1 No No
 
l'\1' 
... v 11-l~ 132 112 129 8 2 No Yes-li-
V 11-1 131 121 130 12 8 Yes Yes 
VI 11..4 119 117 1'31 9 12 Yes Yes 
VII 11-7 138 121", 132 9 8 Yes Yes 
VIII 11-9 109 124 8 ~.. No No13°IV(>. 11-6 128 133 132 6 9 Yes Yes 
X 11-8 131.1· 133 13l 7 11 Yes Yes 
",_ ..'~"'-~.........,.;,~;.= .. • - .:..~-~ -- ... '%:'1- ... _ ....
 
·;"L8.cked one point of bein,~ "r:1ftedll 8.ccording to esta.blished crt terts. for
 
intellectual giftedness in tl.,is study.
 
0:.) 
CJ'. 
p------------------------...
 
T
..... 
'rhe problem was to determine whether sixth-grade 
teachers identify the same sixth-grade children as 
i'intellectually gifted. n by means of a planned program of 
8ub,i ective observation as are identified as suoh by the 
use of the Lorge-ThorncUlre (group) and. Stanford-Binet 
(indi"lridual) intelligence tests in the Ad.el Community 
Sohools, Adel, Iowa. 
Following an intensive study of the literature 
ooncernin,o: gifted children, a checklist for the 'Purpose of 
initial screen 1t;ras for:mu.lated. An additional checklist 
for intellectually gifted children was used for the purpose 
of determininp; if those screened by the first checklist ~'\!'ere 
lntellS'lct..ua.lll gifted. These checklists Here lHjed b~r the 
sixth-grade teachers. Te,swhers who SEnJ the children a 
maXimum of one or two hours per week usually did not oonsult 
the school's Huent records and thus lacked a thorouP;h 
knOl!rle of each child's habits, likes, cHsIH::es, strenp'ths, 
primarily for writing no tion8 about eaoh DJJ o 
es 1n their P9 i j ect 13reFt. 
88 
1'Jriter and the other teachers who taught the sixth-grader8 
often used un8ehedltled. conferences to 0.i8011ss a clue or 
indication of giftedness. 
At the end of each month and after a consultation 'Nith 
tl1e other teachers involved, the 1'1ri ter made an evaluation of 
the checks marked on the checklist and noted possible 
suggestions of precocity. 'rIle three-month observation period 
l'IaS terminated 'with 8. final overall evaluation of each 
checldist. Identification Nas made by means of the 
subj ective method. 
The follo1'Jinc~ day the guidance counselor began 
administering a group intelliE\el1ce test (Lorge-Thorndike-
Level 3, Form A, ve~)al and non-verbal) to the two classes 
of sixth-p;raders. Nine students i"J'ere found. through the use 
of 8.t least one Dart of the standard ized grouD test to have 
IQ 1 8 of 130 or ::1.bove. 'l'hese stUdents were then incHvidually 
tested (Stanford-Binet, Form 1.11 1960 Revised). '1'he one 1Joy' 
Who failed to score above 119 on either pert of the ~roun 
test but appeared to be precocious was elsa tested 
ind i·llidually • 'Nas f01.1J'1o to haYe an IQ of 130 on the 
indiVidual test. Five others had IQ' s of 130 on the 
indiVidual test also. rrhese six hed been identi,fied as 
gifted by the "JTt ter. Of the remaining four liTho tested liO 
on the indiVidual test, whereAS the other three did not come 
close to the cut-off noint in their indivi 1 teste 
--
89 
In summary, the six puplls identified as gifted by 
the 1,lJ'ri ter Here found to be gifted. by the individual test. 
T:.n.e remaining three iclentif'ied as gifted on one part of the 
groun test, 'tvere not found. to be gifted via the incHvidual 
test. One student 1~lho had not been subjectively identified 
El.S being gifted \tras f01md to have an IQ of l2g on the 
individual test--one point below the cut-off point. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
T'fle l'J"ri ter' s hypothesis tl1at a tel:loher oould be auite 
aoourate in asoertaining intellectual giftedness through the 
systematic use of checklists and carefUl observation appeared 
to be substantiated by the results of this study.. lVIoreover, 
it 'Nould seem that by follo1>'Ting each yearly observation 1'1i th 
a self-apnraisal, the teacher could refine the methods used 
to achieve sc~~pulous objectiVity while using a subjective 
method of io entification. Addl tionally, it apDears that on 
the basis of IQ's from group intelligence tests only, a high 
composite score is necessary to accurately nredict giftedness. 
it mi~ht be stated. that the results of this 
study s11o\lJ th8t teachers oan achieve a high level of 
accuracy in ldentifyinS intellectually p:ifted children 
throue:h the use of s:.lstem8:tic subjective methods. 
. . 
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CHECKLIST FOR IDENTIFICATION 
OF GIFlrED CHILDREN 
General Characteristics 
1.	 l,wl1-developed. physically; generally healthy. 
2.	 larr:er for his age than his peers, and.
 
appears to be further developed sexually than
 
his age peers.
 
1 (;omes from·· a home 1'1here the parents are in...... 
professione-l or managerial positions.
 
IJ".. COTIleS from a family of few or no siblings.

5. Is	 first or second-born in his family. 
6. Is	 self -moti'Vateel--h~ts a long attention S1)an. 
7. Hc':LS	 and. uses the ah11i ty to generalize. ... 
8.	 Di sllkes manual tasl{s, such as perrmanship, sewing,
 
but prefer8 Ii teratu.re, dramAtics fmd Science.
 
9 •	 Is versatile--may suggest relat~d actiVities to
 
correspond l'Jl th an 9.8s!grunent.
 
10.	 Is self-conficlen.t, but also highly sensitive to 
bi.s own need.s and 1iml tations. 
11.	 Tends to be talented in other areas, in addition 
to intellectual pursuits, such 9B art and music. 
12. Is	 well-liked by h1s peers; strong in leaoersh1n. -_-.-_-. 
13. Is stable emotionally.
 
ll-J... Is younp for h18 grade in school.
 
Characteristics of intellectU81ly rsifted child 
1. Learns rapir31y 8.11.d easily. 
2.	 Uses 8. lot of common sense 8.na practical l{:rloT'!ledge4.-~ 
on8 th s out, thinks clearly EUiD recol?;nizes 
relnt:i.onshi ps; comrJJ:,el1ends meanin():s. 
ins t he has heard or read without much 
rote drill. 
5. EJ.1.01\TS about any thiuR;s of 
are Una1:Tarc. 
6. Uses a 1El,Tf':e 11JJ.mber of words 
7. books t are one 
advance of the rest of the 
f3. Performs diffioult mental ta 
ich other children 
_­
easily accurately.L. _ 
to tv10 yeArs in 
class. 
s many questions. Is interested in a wide 
of inr~.c3. 
10. Does some Dcadsmic one to tl'TO years i'1 
cs of t11e CBS. 
11 .. iDal, uscs ~ood but unusual methods or 
ideAS. 
12. Is alert, keenly ohservant, responds qui 
